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12TaraRoad.com

custom modern masterpiece
Exclusive | Preconstruction – $9.25M | Land with Plans – $3.75M
Montauk
Ed Bruehl

William Schumann

Licensed Associate Real Estate Broker
Cell:

(646) 752-1233 | EBruehl@Saunders.com

Licensed Real Estate Salesperson
Cell:

(631) 335-5151 | WSchumann@Saunders.com

Rendering
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VICTOR’S CAR WASH
Located Behind the Shell

Gas Station & Snack Shop

EXPERIENCE OUR BRAND NEW
TOUCH-FREE MACHINE
Touch-Free Car Wash - Exterior Only - Vacuums Available On-Site
Armor All & Other Cleaning Products Available - Waxes - Air-Fresheners - Tire Foam

Totally GreenWash System Recycles 100% of Waste Water
Zero Discharge into the Environment
New Enzyme System Eliminates Odors

$1 OFF WITH 8 GALLONS OF GAS
BUY 5 WASHES – GET ONE FREE

SERVING EAST HAMPTON
& AMAGANSETT
FOR 43 YEARS
VICTOR DEPIETRO - OWNER
OPEN 7AM TO 7PM
LATER IN SUMMER
541 MONTAUK HIGHWAY
AMAGANSETT
631-267-8586
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HAMPTONS SEPTIC SERVICES, INC
A Wastewater Management Company

Serving Montauk to Riverhead
The most trusted full-service Wastewater Management Company in the Hamptons.
With customer satisfaction as our top priority, our team guarantees to go above and
beyond standard service to ensure all your septic needs are met with quality care.

- Residential Septic Pumping

- Hydro-Jetting Cesspools

- Commercial Maintenance and Pumping

- Aeration/ Chemical Treatment

- Grease Trap Services

- Certified Septic Inspections

- Septic System Locating and Mapping

- Innovative Alternative Onsite
Wastewater Treatment Systems

- Line Repairs and Replacements

631-267-7515

www.HamptonsSepticServices.com
www.MontaukLife.com
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CELEBRATING 50 YEARS
Of Fine Furnishings
1971 – 2021
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From hamlet
to village,
we’re near
for you.
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NYU Langone Health has locations throughout Long Island, giving you
access to #1 quality care whether you live here, work here, or visit here.
At our multispecialty practice in Riverhead, our primary care doctors
and specialists are ready to meet all of your health needs—and your
family’s too. As far east as Bridgehampton and Greenport, you’re within
easy reach of top doctors.
Find a location at nyulangone.org/eastend or call 646-929-7800

RIVERHEAD

GREENPORT

PATCHOGUE

PATCHOGUE (CONTINUED)

Primary Care, Endocrinology,

Primary Care, Cardiology,
Endocrinology
74825 Main Road
631-477-0070

Breast Surgery, Colorectal
Surgery, General Surgery,
Radiation Oncology, Urology
100 Hospital Road, Suite 106

Cardiology, Endocrinology,
Vascular Surgery
285 Sills Road
631-447-8300

ENT, Gastroenterology,
General & Bariatric Surgery,
Oncology, Orthopedics,
Pediatrics, Podiatry, Pulmonology,
Rheumatology, Urology
889 East Main Street, Suite 308
631-386-3500
Cardiology, Vascular Surgery
1279 East Main Street
631-727-2100

www.MontaukLife.com

631-228-5800
MATTITUCK
Primary Care
11700 Main Road
631-635-5440
BRIDGEHAMPTON
Primary Care, Cardiology,
Gastroenterology, Pediatrics
2510 Montauk Highway
631-386-3600

Primary Care, Podiatry
100 Hospital Road, Suite 115
631-228-5801
Gastroenterology
100 Hospital Road, Suite 200
631-228-5802

General & Bariatric Surgery,
Endocrinology, Surgical Oncology
157 East Woodside Avenue
631-475-1900
WESTHAMPTON
Coming soon!
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PUBLISHER'S MESSAGE

BACK TO
THE FUTURE

(Or why youngsters can’t get
enough of the ‘60’s!)

A

s someone who’s been around the block more
than a few times, I’ve seen a lot come and go.
Some call it, perspective. Others, nostalgia. Still
others, just plain boring. As in, “OK, Boomer, you’ve had
your share of the spotlight, time to move on and let the
kids take over!” To be honest, I agree with that. We Baby
Boomers pretty much hogged every social, political and
economic trend for a good half-century. Seems only fair
we should exit stage left and go quietly into that night.

MY MUSIC

Only thing, so much of what we enjoyed those many,
many, many years ago are still relevant today. For me that
starts with music. I was lucky enough to experience first-hand
the classic rock, pop, blues and soul people today still love.
That begins and to some extent ends with the Fab Four. It
is hard to describe the excitement every new Beatle album
brought. I can still remember sitting with my much cooler, old
friend David McDonough in his parent’s living room, putting
“Sargent Pepper’s” on the turntable for the first time. It blew
our adolescent minds, man! Still does!!
From the Stones, Who, Animals, Donovan, Yardbirds,
Cream to Simon and Garfunkel, the Beach Boys, Creedence
Clearwater, CSNY, Jefferson Airplane the list of artists who
framed our days is a non-stop litnany of the best of the best.

www.MontaukLife.com

And hey, don’t forget the whole Motown, Stax, stable of black
musicians who showed white America how to get down!
The reason people still gravitate to these sounds is simple. They are just that good. Not just for their time, but all
times. Hell, we’re still listening to Beethoven, Bach, Chopin
hundreds of years after their death. For that matter, Shakespeare still makes for an exciting evening out. And no one
gets tired of looking at a Monet or Picasso. Just because
something was created before you were born does not
make it obsolete or irrelevant. If anything, time separates
the wheat from the chaff.

HEAVY METAL

The same applies to many of the cars we drove. My first
love was a very standard 1965 Mustang. With a straightsix, automatic drive and hardtop it was as vanilla as it’s
white body. Still, if you see one today cruising down Main

Street some heads will turn.
Up the ante to a 1965 Shelby 350GT with 300 plus
horsepower and we’re talking classic iron, son. You can
add a ’56 Chevy, ’64 Vette, ’66 GTO, ’68 Camaro, even
a 1970 VW Van to that parade of classic oldies that never
seem to fall out of favor.
As much as young folks today love the material and artistic aspects of the old days, I wish they’d embrace that
‘60’s adage of “peace, love and understanding”. I’ll be the
first to admit we didn’t practice those principles as much as
we should have, but we tried. In today’s divided America
even a small drop of that salve might solve some of the
pressing issues that divide us.
Like the Youngbloods said “come on people now, smile
on your brother, everybody get together try and love one
another right now”. Right now. ■
Kirby Marcantonio
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A beacon at Land's End.

I

t is not too often we get to celebrate a 230th birthday. But in an area first settled in 1642 we do have
a few institutions that have stood that test of time.
One stands proudly at land’s end facing out to sea
guarding this very end of the East End. As she has
done since her inception in 1796.
The Montauk Lighthouse, commissioned by President George Washington in 1792, is one of the bestknown and most-beloved icons of Long Island. It was
the first lighthouse to be built in New York and the
fourth-oldest working lighthouse in the nation. It was
named a National Historic Landmark in 2012, one of
only 12 lighthouses to be so honored.
Maintaining the Lighthouse has been the Montauk
Historical Society’s duty since 1987. It is their responsibility to maintain the structural integrity of this Federal
Aid to Navigation so that it can continue to shine out
over the waters of the Atlantic, steering seafarers safely
into port and welcoming them home.

RESTORATION

Any man-built structure that stands in the path of
Mother Nature for 230 years is going to weather. That’s
true here. In 2016, a feasibility study was conducted
by International Chimney and BCA Consulting Group
to determine how to rectify the problems. The report
concluded that a complete exterior restoration was
needed. This would be the most extensive project attempted on the tower since it was enlarged in 1860.
They determined that the lantern and associated
metal work had deteriorated, allowing water infiltration
allowing water to pour into the cavity between the inner and outer walls of the tower and freezing causing
casing cracking, bulging and spalling. Although structurally sound without aggressive action to restore it,
the entire tower would deteriorate to a point beyond
repair.
To address this a three-phase plan was agreed upon.
First, to attack the restoration from the top down, restoring the metals and lantern, and minimizing water
infiltration. Second, strip the structure of its existing
coatings, repoint the mortar joints with appropriate
material, and repair the cracks, bulging, and spalling.
Finally, recoat the structure with a material that will withstand the severe weather environment. Once this was
done an ongoing maintenance program will be developed for the use of those who are responsible for main12 | AUGUST 2022

taining the lighthouse and keeping it strong.
To date most of that has been done. And as the
structure itself is readied for many more years of service the actual grounds upon which it sits are getting
a significant upgrade. Roughly 1000’ of the bluffs it
overlooks are being re-clad in massive, 10-15’ granite
boulders. Once done that should protect the cliffs for
decades from the constant pounding the Atlantic inflicts on that ocean facing shore.

Enjoy Jakob Dylan
and the Wallflowers.

MONEY, MONEY

Work like this is difficult and expensive. The tower
restoration was budgeted at a tidy $1,300,000. The
next phase, a much-needed restoration of the exterior
of the 1860 Building which is attached to the tower and
currently houses the Lighthouse Museum, required another $1,860,000.
To date almost of that has been secured through private donations, a New York State Grant of $438,500, a
grant from the Robert David Lion Gardiner Foundation
of $390,700, lead corporate donation from Northwell
Health $250,000, an initial gift from Sarah and Maurice
Iudicone of $100,000 and a $100,000 matching grant
from local philanthropist Andy Sabin.
Feel like adding to the cause? Go to montauklighthouse.com and make a gift. Or you can attend either
of two events scheduled for this month. On August 6-7
“Lighthouse Weekend” is an open house with historic

reenactments, arts & crafts, music and more. On August
13 come hear Jakob Dylan and the Wallflowers perform
at the annual Lighthouse concert fundraiser. Tickets are
$100 for adults, $50 kids 5-12, free for small fries. To
get yours’s go to mtkken@gmail.com. And of course,
any day you are invited to tour the grounds, visit the
gift shop and climb the tower for an unforgettable view
of sea and sky. ■
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A

s we enter the last full month of summer the
pace of events here picks up to a dizzying pace!
So, try and keep up as we look to the biggest,
brightest and in some cases last, big events of the 2022
season!

THE LAST BIG BANG!

Just when you thought you’d seen the last rocket’s
red glare, you’re wrong! On August 20 (rain date the
21) the final and some think best, fireworks show of the
year will be held at East Hampton Village’s Main Beach.
An awesome display by Grucci this is one well worth
waiting for. Parking it a bit tricky, you’ll have to use the
side lanes of Lily Pond and Ocean Avenue to find a
spot, then walk the rest of the way. But my, oh my, this
one will is well worth it!
Feeling like Daddy Warbucks? Enjoy a fantastic view
of the fireworks display at the second annual, EAST
HAMPTON VILLAGE FOUNDATION SUMMER
GALA. Held at the exclusive Maidstone Club just a
stone’s throw from the beach, this is a chance to raise
money for the renovation of the Village’s Herrick Park
while you gamble the night away under the exploding
stars. Tickets are $250 and can be found at www.ehvf.
betterwrold.org.

CARNIVALS AND FAIRS

I don’t know about you, but nothing screams summer to me than the thrill of a rollercoaster, the glee of
a Gravitron or the stomach-churning thrill of a ride on a
Zipper! Throw in a bag of popcorn, a candy apple and
a gallon of slush and I am one happy puppy.
14 | AUGUST 2022

If you’ve hit one or more so far, lucky dog you. If
not, you have two last chances to get in on the fun. On
August 2-6 the folks from WONDERLAND MIDWAY
bring us five days of rides, games and food. That’s when
the SAG HARBOR FIRE DEPARTMENT takes over the
sandy shores of Haven’s Beach. You’ll find them just
east of Main Street. And if you like a night light show,
be there August 5 when they let loose rockets red,
white and blue. Now, if you miss that one drop by the
Elk Club on Country Road 39 in Southampton where
those same folks set up August 11-14 for the carnival
with a mini-fireworks show on August 13.

CASTLES IN THE SAND

There are many ways you can help support local
charities. One of the most inventive and fun is the annual SANDCASTLE CONTEST. Held August 13 from
9AM-3PM at Atlantic Beach in Amagansett the idea is
pretty simple. Grab your pail and shovel and see who
can build the most outrageous sandcastle! Open to
kids, adults and even teams, you shouldn’t be shocked
at the size and grandness of some of these creations.
This is after all, the Hamptons, right? Home of the monster beach home!!
All kidding aside, the event is sponsored by the
CLAMSHELL FOUNDATION, who funnels 100% of all
donations made to local food charities and shelters. It
is a great day of fun for a great need. To learn more go
to www.clamshellfoundation.org.

THE SHOWS GO ON

If you love live theater you know Sag Harbor’s BAY

STREET THEATER 631-725-9500 is a must-stop on
your 2022 summer calendar. An off-off-Broadway venue that presents work every bit as good as any on the
Great White Way it enters August with two of its three
Main Stage productions, done. Ah, but they save the
best for last!
Rediscover America with “Ragtime”, the epic musical adaptation of E.L. Doctorow’s classic novel that captures the American experience at the turn of the 20th
century. The worlds of a wealthy white couple, a Jewish immigrant father and his daughter, and an African
American ragtime musician intertwine in this sweeping
musical about America’s Golden Age when our nation
was mixing, boiling, and changing. Will Pomerantz, Bay
Street Theater’s Associate Artistic Director, has assembled an exemplary cast and crew to create a visionary
new production of this Tony Award-winning contemporary classic. On stage August 2-28 for tickets go to
baystreet.org.
On a delightfully different note, on August 22 enjoy a
staged reading of “The Great American Mousical”. The
setting? Just off-Broadway, in the depths of the historic
Sovereign Theatre, an acting troupe of mice rehearse
their new musical. When the theatre is threatened by
demolition and their diva Adelaide disappears, it will
take all paws on deck to fulfill the time-honored tradition: the show must go on! Filled with singing, dancing,
and show biz lore, this is a sharp and witty tribute to
life in the theatre that celebrates the two most glorious
words in the English language: musical comedy!
Based on the book by Bay Street founders Julie
Andrews and Emma Walton Hamilton the evening will
www.MontaukLife.com

Thank you to our sponsors!
Stars Over Montauk
Fireworks Display

Fireworks Sponsors
Monday,
July 4th
Benefactors
Silver Sponsor
Cruise Sponsors
Umbrella
Beach,
Montauk
Ruschmeyers
Art of Eating
The Viking Fleet
Common Ground
Montauk Brewing Company
Start
time:
9pm
Shagwong Tavern
Pindar Vineyards
Bronze Sponsors

Sammy’s Restaurant
Blade + Salt
Beaches & Beans
Gold Sponsors
Marshall & Sons
Perry Duryea
Sel Rrose
Band
Montauk Film Festival
Kenny’s Tipperary
The Realm
Join us aboard the Viking Fleet for a fireworks dinner cruise!
Tickets and information at montaukchamber.com

Grucci Fireworks
Display
@fireworksbygrucci
| grucci.com
We literally could
not have
done
all of it without
the following:

Grucci Fireworks • Buda Security
East Hampton Town Fire Marshal • East Hampton Town Police Dept.
East Hampton Town Marine Patrol • East Hampton Town Code Enforcement
Thanks also to all the volunteers, Chamber Staff and Chamber Board of Directors.

www.MontaukLife.com
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A

BATTER UP!

nother event that was sorely missed last
year was the annual ARTISTS AND WRITERS SOFTBALL GAME. Easily one of the
most popular get-togethers of every summer this
year the 74th annual fest will he held August 20 at
2PM at Herrick Park in East Hampton. A titanic clash
of egos if nothing else this game matches equal
parts sports and a lot of just plain, kidding around!!

16 | AUGUST 2022

Expect to see famous faces like Mike Lupica,
Michael Bloomberg, Christy Brinkley, Mort Zuckerberg and many more try to hit one out of the
park for the home team! It is a great fundraiser
with all monies going to the Fresh Air Fund.
Drop by around noon for batting practice, grab
a hot dog and a good seat and enjoy a day at
the park.

include a talkback with both Julie and Emma. A oncein-a-lifetime event tickets start at $250 and include
one free drink. $500 tickets include a VIP Gift Bag. All
proceeds support Bay Street Theater’s development of
new works and training of future artists-to-be.

SHOP TILL YOU DROP

The Hamptons are a hotbed of shopping, especially
fashion of all kinds. Everywhere you look there’s an
international or American brand many never have the
chance to see. But if you need a break from Chanel,
Valentino, Gucci, Lauren, Prada why not try some of the
more eclectic opportunities.
HAMPTON FLEA AND VINTAGE is a pop-up
that offers a day of shopping, music, and food trucks
while discovering the most interesting vendors to
ever hit the east end of Long Island. Their stalls are
lined with creative individuals, many with an emphasis
on sustainability. Find a wide range of unique goods
from vintage clothing, to up-cycled furniture, to handcrafted items. Become one of the chic shoppers who
connect with imaginative vendors in this relaxed and
fun setting!
You’ll find them at the Southampton Historical Society just a block north of Job’s Lane in Southampton
Village on August 7 and September 11. On August
14 travel to the American Legion grounds, located
on Montauk highway midway between East Hampton
and Amagansett village. To learn more go to hamptonflea.com.

www.MontaukLife.com
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If you love exotic clothing and furnishing you have to
visit the INDONESIAN CRAFT EXHIBIT. As the name
more than implies this event brings together all things
South Asian under one, large roof. Find Batik clothing,
tapestries, masks, weavings, silver jewelry, housewares,
musical instruments, prayer flags, stone Buddha and
Ganesha sculptures and much more.
Held at the American Legion Hall on the Montauk
Highway midway between East Hampton and Amagansett villages on August 14 from 11AM – 6PM admission
is free and parking is more than ample.

HOME DÉCOR

O

CLASSIC COMEBACK

ne of the great losses of the Covid era was
the absence of the annual HAMPTON CLASSIC. Not anymore! Celebrating its 45th year
this iconic week-long event is the culmination of any
summer season. This year it begins August 28 to September 4. A celebration of horsemanship it features
some of the finest jumpers in the world all competing
for hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash and prizes.
It is as well one of the social highlights of the sum-

mer with a bevy of beautiful people always in attendance. Some may well know horses better than
others but all share an appreciation of the equestrian
lifestyle. Admission that first day is free but $10 per
person or $20 a carload thereafter. Whether you are
horse crazy or not, come enjoy a sumptuous food
court and large shopping area. A great outing for the
whole family, keep up with all the news at www.hamptonclassic.com.

If you own a home here it is likely you’ve invested
considerable time and not a small amount of money in
your furniture, accessories and decorations. For some
sorting the myriad of styles, period, and looks is a snap.
Others struggle. Both can learn a lot by visiting the
annual designer home staged this summer. Featuring
room after room of fine furniture, exquisite accessories
and thought provoking decorating choices they offer a
quick PhD in home décor.
Located at 120 Edge of Woods Road, just east of
Southampton Village the HAMPTON DESIGNER
SHOWCASE offers almost 7,500 square feet of beautifully appointed space to tour. In it 20 of the country’s
best interior designers have meticulously furnished and
decorated each room in this massive new home in their
own distinctive style.
The result is a tour-de-force of design and decorat-

www.MontaukLife.com
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SHABBAT ON THE BEACH

A

s much as life in the East End is a swirl of
social and cultural events, all competing
for our attention, there are times when
some feel the need to find a calm corner of this
crazy world and focus on things more universal.
Pay attention to their spiritual side. Maybe say a
prayer or two.

For members of East Hampton’s JEWISH
CENTER OF THE HAMPTONS 631-324-9858
that moment comes at 6PM every Friday when
the congregation gathers at Main Beach for a traditional service. What better spot to appreciate
God’s gifts to man and our responsibility to him
and our fellow brothers and sisters than a stretch

of pristine sand and a view of the almost infinite
Atlantic?
This open to the praying public event is held
now through Memorial Day and features music, prayers and observation seen through the
Reform lens. A perfect way to clear your head,
cleanse your soul and start a weekend.

Lighthouse_ad_ol_042222.pdf

1

4/22/22

9:40 AM

THE BAYBERRY

C

M
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CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

ANNUALS ▪ PERENNIALS ▪ TREES ▪ SHRUBS ▪ PLANTERS ▪ GIFT SHOP

96 Montauk Hwy Amagansett N.Y. 11930

631.267.3000
www.thebayberry.com
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ing sure to open the eyes of even the most sophisticated homeowner. Open August 14-September 25 tickets
are $40 and include a Guide. Proceeds raised go to help
support Stony Brook Southampton Hospital’s ongoing
drive to build a new hospital here in Southampton. For
more details go to www.hamptondesignshowcase.com.

Michael Palmer brings the first Hamptons
Festival of Music here, September 9-11.

MEET THE SCRIBES

One of the literary events of the season is the annual
AUTHORS NIGHT. A chance to rub elbows with over
100 well-known writers it is held August 13 in the center
of East Hampton on Herrick Park. It begins at 5PM with
a chance to meet the authors, buy their autographed
books and enjoy some light fare. Tickets are $125. At
8PM the authors adjourn to a series of private homes
for dinner. That’s your chance to break bread with noted
scribes like Carl Bernstein, Tian Brown, Katie Couric,
Jeffrey Lyons, Nelson DeMille and many others.
The evening will set you back a well-deserved $400
a seat. Monies collected go to support the ongoing
work of the East Hampton Library. Grab yours at www.
authorsnight.org drop by the East Hampton Library at
159 Main Street or call 631-324-0222.

A LOTTA NIGHT MUSIC

The East End is home to music of many stripes.
When you need to hear a truly classic tune buy a ticket
to the BRIDGEHAMPTON CHAMBER MUSIC FESTIVAL. Celebrating their 39th season it brings together
the highest caliber musicians performing selected
works from Bach, Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms and
more. Over the course of August they will stage seven
evenings of spectacular scores in a variety of venues
from Southampton to Bridgehampton. Tickets can be
purchased for individual nights or the season by contacting them at www.bcmf.org or calling 212-741-9403.
New this year, the HAMPTONS FESTIVAL OF MUSIC is the brainchild of Michael Palmer, who has established, maintained, and sustained the Bellingham Festival of Music, the premier orchestral music festival in the
Pacific Northwest, for over 29 years. In this first season
concertgoers will have the opportunity to experience
three genres of concert performance over one wonderful weekend: concerto for small ensembles, chamber
music and a full concert for symphony orchestras.
Presented in an intimate setting you will enjoy unforgettable experiences of live performances of some
of the greatest classical masterworks. It features internationally recognized guest artists performing with
The New American Sinfonietta, the resident orchestra
of the Festival. This orchestra comprises top orchestral
musicians from across the US, Canada, and abroad, including many who hold principal positions with leading
orchestras and ensembles.
Held September 9-11 at East Hampton’s LTV Studios
there are tickets for individual performances, the entire
series and premium VIP packages. To learn more to go
thehamptonsfestivalofmusic.com.

OPEN DAILY

NOW
LOCATED
AT GOSMAN’S
DOCK

484 West Lake Drive
Montauk

631-825-0101

“Classic Style Boardshort”
Mens.Womens.Childrens
recycled and organic fabrics keeping our local beaches clean

follow us @greenlines

LAST CALL??

Not really. Summer is always a gas but there’s still
fuel left in the events tank. With falling leaves comes
film festivals, food fairs, holiday parties and more. The
crowds may slim but the East End after Labor Day is
still a wonderful, exciting, inviting place to visit and live.
One things for sure. If you need to know we’ll be here
to help. ■
www.MontaukLife.com
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EAST END A RT

O

ver 150 years ago artists discovered the East End as a place unique in landscapes, light and color. They have celebrated those elements and more in every style and school of painting. From the realism of Thomas Moran and Winslow Homer to post-WWII abstract expressionists like Jackson Pollack and Lee Krasner
to today’s eclectic mix of painters, sculptures, mixed-media artists and more we have
been blessed with an almost never-ending parade of artistic talent.
Those works and more are on exhibit for your aesthetic pleasure at a number of private and public spaces. Here are a few that are more than worth exploring.

BERNARD GOLDBERG FINE ART

Bernard Goldberg Fine Arts, LLC specializes in American art created in the early 20th
Century, with a specific interest in early modernism, the Ashcan School and the Steiglitz
Circle. Along with paintings, works on paper and sculpture, they also exhibit decorative
works by modernist artists such as Samuel Yellin, Edgar Brandt and Frank Lloyd Wright.
This summer they are pleased to introduce a new find, Renwick Taylor, an American
artist from the early 1920’s who is just beginning to gain the recognition he deserves. A
landscape artist influenced by his time spent at Louis Comfort Tiffany’s estate in Oyster
Bay his style is as fresh and modern today as any contemporary painter.
58 Park Place - East Hampton - 212-813-9797

POLLOCK-KRASNER HOUSE AND STUDY CENTER

In his time an artist known only to a small circle by the time he passed away in 1956
Jackson Pollock left a legacy few can ever imagine. An East Hampton native for the last
decade of this tumultuous life he and his wife Lee Krasner lived in a small farmhouse
overlooking Accabonac Harbor. There Pollock perfected the drip painting style that is his
legacy. Amazingly, when the property was acquired traces of his work were left literally on
the old barn floors and walls!
Today that farmhouse is a National Historic Landmark, preserved as a teaching opportunity for artists and visitors who yearn to know more about this iconic figure and his methods. Open to the public Thursday-Saturday 1-5PM you can also reserve a place in their
once-a-day guided tours held at noon each day by contacting them at www.pkhouse.org.
They also feature exhibitions by other noted artists. This month a friend and colleague
of Pollock’s is on display. Harold Lehman was a high-school classmate of Pollock and a fellow member of the Siquerios Experimental Workshop in New York City during the 1930’s.
While Pollock’s work turned to his signature drip style Lehman stayed within the confines
of modern expressionism to create murals and canvas that depicted the struggles of working people and minorities. On exhibit now through October 30.
830 Fireplace Road - East Hampton - 631-324-4929

SOTHEBY’S EAST HAMPTON

You don’t have to visit New York to see works represented by one of the most prestigious galleries in the world. Just travel to East Hampton Village where they have
opened a good-sized space for very specific works. This month they feature art inspired
by Rebecca Morrill's energizing book, Great Women Artists.
Here they have assembled a group show of diverse female artists not defined by
their gender, but by their distinct voices and artistic practices. Sotheby's East Hampton
is pleased to present Her Voice a group show that celebrates the multitude of female
voices across medium and through the decades. We plan to curate a multi-faceted
show that highlights the renowned female voices of the impressionist and modern era
to today's fresh, young voices.
66 Newtown Lane - East Hampton - 917-443-1124

The Gardiner Mill Cottage Gallery features distinctive works from local landscape
painters of the 19th and 20th century.

GARDINER MILL COTTAGE GALLERY

One of East Hampton’s most respected galleries is located in one of the most historic space in the entire East End. Set on the edge of the village green, in the recently
restored Gardiner Home, you’ll find works that suit perfectly this historic setting. There
curator Terry Wallace specializes in 19th and 20th century American art with an extensive
catalogue of Peconic Bay Impressionists and regionally important painters. His book on
C. Hjalmar Amundsen, better known as “Cappy,” is considered the standard on that
well-regarded nautical artist.
36 James Lane - East Hampton - 631-604-5700

ART MARKET
HAMPTONS 2022

E

very year there are four signature occasions to see under one grand roof the
very best in art of every style, school and discipline. They happen in San Francisco, Seattle, New York and of course, the Hamptons. Makes perfect sense.
We are not simply an area that appreciates and collects art, we have inspired countless artists to live, work and prosper here.
This month the East End's premier art fair returns to the Hamptons, August 11-14.
This twelfth edition will feature 90 top galleries presenting the best in modern and
contemporary art and design in an expanded, museum-quality pavilion at the fair's
new home - Nova's Ark Project & Sculpture Garden.
Located just north of Bridgehampton Village on 30 lush acres a 15,000 square feet,
climate controlled main gallery will be erected. Outside dozens of installations will dot
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the landscape. Together they give you a chance to enjoy the very best art in settings
that are perfectly suited for just that.
Tickets are $50 for access to all four nights of the Market including Opening Night.
Daily passes are $25. To book your go to artmarkethamptons.com.
www.MontaukLife.com

Photo by Steve Johnson

Art Market
Hamptons
Aug 11— 14, 2022
Art Market Hamptons, the East End’s premier art
fair, returns to Bridgehampton in August of 2022.
Art Market Hamptons’ twelfth edition will feature
90 top galleries presenting the best in modern
and contemporary art and design in an expanded,
museum-quality pavilion.

Nova’s Ark Project & Sculpture Park
206 Millstone Road
Water Mill, NY 11976

www.MontaukLife.com

artmarkethamptons.com
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THE BIG SCREEN

O

ver the past two years of social distancing, one activity that bound the community together was a variety of outdoor movie shows. Spread out on an open field
with a big screen in front, families felt safe and comforted watching films under
the stars. Now that we have moved past those chilling days many of those opportunities
have folded tent.
But fear not fellow cinephiles! There are still two great chances to catch an outdoor flick.
Celebrating their 30th anniversary the HAMPTON’S INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
continues its outdoor screenings at East Hampton’s Herrick Park. Located just past the
Stop n Shop on Newtown Lane, across from the Middle School, they will unroll a huge
screen and show some of the classics.
All you have to do is show up! OK, maybe bring a blanket, some snacks can’t hurt,
either. Free to all who can make it they have so far scheduled three, possibly a fourth great
film, for the glorious month of August.
The first takes you to Main Beach on August 3 when the mother of all summer blockbusters, JAWS, is shown in its natural environment. On August 10 come back to Herrick
Park for another tense drama set at sea, OPEN WATER. We go far into space on August
17 when we relive how three astronauts made it back alive in APOLLO 13. Finally, there
will be a last screening on August 24 to be announced.
Meanwhile over in Bridgehampton the friendly folks at MARDERS 631-537-3700 are
reviving their popular “Films on the Haywall.” Shown on their spacious back lot at 120
Snake Hollow Road, just behind the K-Mart Plaza, these free screenings continue this
month with one of the truly charming ‘60’s films, CHARADE This stylish romance/thriller
stars Cary Grant and Audrey Hepburn and is shown August 5.
Speaking of star power, Robert Redford and Paul Newman team up in the 1973 classic,
THE STING on August 12. Winner for best documentary at this year’s Oscar’s, Questlove’s
SUMMER OF SOUL brings to the screen the most iconic black performers of the 1960’s.
See it on August 19. Another compelling documentary that looks at the status of black
Americans in the heart of the late 1960’s, Goran Hugo Olssons’s BLACK POWER MIXTAPE introduces you to the political power that shaped the movement. If you don’t know
who Angela Davis, Bobby Seale, Stokley are, you will. All films start at dusk, bring a chair
and a friend. ■

HIFF 30TH
ANNIVERSARY!!!

W

hat began as a small idea for an off-season event has
turned into a world-class chance to see dozens of exciting, provocative, hard-to-find films right here in the
Hamptons. Celebrating their 30th anniversary the HAMPTON INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL will be held October 7-16. Over
those 9 days experience feature films, shorts, documentaries and
aminated films from across the world. Sprinkle in a number of seminars, Q&A’s with industry leaders and special celebrations and this
year has all the makings of the best ever!!
Over the next few months HIFF will also host a variety of special events to celebrate their history and the many films they have
helped boost to national and international prominence. To keep up
with all the fun be sure to go to hamptonsfilmfest.org.
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MUSIC AND ART IN CONCERT

Featuring music of Bach, Rodr1go and Beethovan
Michael Palmer, Music Director and Conductor.

9, 10 & 11 SEPTEMBER 2022
A L L P E R F O R M A N C E S AT
LT V S T U D I O 3
thehamptonsfestivalofmusic.com
For VIP tickets & Passes, text THFM to 91999
With Generous Support From

In Partnership With LTV Studios
FESTIVAL BRANDING AND DESIGN: Bernhardt Fudyma Design Group, NY

www.MontaukLife.com
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SUMMER BOOKS

N

othing like the imagination and craft of a wellwritten tale to take you
away from the ups and downs of
these past months. To find this
month’s selections I asked the
resident experts at the best local bookstore to pick out a few,
compelling volumes. You’ll find
these and more on Main Street,
East Hampton at BOOKHAMPTON 631-324-4939.

The bestselling author of “Golden Girl” returns with
another intoxicating tale of summer life on that gilded island. In 1922 a historic hotel burned down (true
story) and sat neglected for almost a century. Enter,
London billionaire, Xavier Darling who intends to restore it to 5-star status. To do it he’ll have to contend
with the ghost of Grace Hadley, the 19-year-old
chambermaid killed in the fire. Add a charismatic
cast of never-say-die young gals and guys and you
have everything you need for a perfect beach read.

Like the other women in her Brooklyn Hasidic community, Raizl is about to enter an arranged marriage.
But she has a secret. While using a computer to complete her college work she stumbled upon a side of
life she never knew. The forbidden world of on-line
porn. She is fascinated by what she sees and learns.
How she’ll balance her newfound passion with the
traditions of her sex and community is a sometimes
funny but deadly serious look into a culture you may
think you know, but not from Raizl’s perspective.

When done well, the mechanics of a multi-point
of view story is mesmerizing. Here a harried family
escapes from Brooklyn looking to find a summer
of solace at their family home on a quiet stretch
of beach in Maine. Instead tensions only mount
as secrets emerge, feuds erupt and the fabric of a
multi-generational family fray. Parents, children and
grandparents take turns explaining their side of the
story, a story that build layer on layer to a climatic
ending.
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In 1979 13-year-old John Pius was brutally
murdered on Long Island. His case became
a national story and the pressure to find the
killer was intense. Thomas Spota was a detective then, who broke the case with the
help of questionable evidence provided
by 14-year-old Jimmy Burke. The case propelled both to long, successful career, Spota becoming District Attorney, Burke, Chief
of Police. They both also profited from
bribes and coerced confessions, brutality
and graft. Both were brough down in 2014,
exposed by courageous Newday reporters.
The faces of Suffolk County police corruption, they flourished in the swamp that was
and may still be the systematic mismanagement of this department.

The NY Times bestselling mystery writer is back
with another twisted tale of deceit, duplicity and of
course, murder most familiar! The Darker family assembles for their grandmother’s 80th birthday at her
crumbling gothic house on a tiny tidal island. Just
as they are about to cut the cake the clock strikes
twelve and old Nana is dead! Murdered!! Which of
this shiftless lot is to blame? What secrets have to be
uncovered to make the case? A classic, “who-doneit” that will hold you spellbound for 354 pages.
www.MontaukLife.com

it was all

a dream...

UNTIL NOW.

www.MontaukLife.com
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GETTING AROUND THE HAMPTONS

N

ow that summer is in full swing those of
us who have to navigate this area know
getting from any A to any B is going
to take some planning and some patience. We
are a narrow peninsula with a network if narrow
roads sandwiched between bay and ocean.
With a population surge that can raise traffic
10-fold it is only natural we have bottlenecks
and gridlock that leads to asphalt agony.
The trick is surviving all this. Three simple
words to the wise. If you have to drive exercise
patience, patience and more patience. Or, turn
to these folks and beat the rush!!!

Hop the Hopper for a
free ride to Montauk

ONE IF BY RAIL

They’ve been doing it for over 130 years
and for many it remains the preferred way to
move east and west across the very Long Island. With stops in all the Hamptons save Sag
Harbor, you can catch any of a dozen in and
out bound trains daily. To find the schedule go
to mta.info/lirr.

TWO IF BY ROAD

Since 1974 the HAMPTON JITNEY 631283-4600 has provided daily bus service from
the East End towns to mid-town Manhattan.
Choose from their standard shuttle or upgrade
to their grander, Ambassador class you you’ll
arrive in timely and comfortable fashion. The
other option for East End to Manhattan service
was the aptly named HAMPTON LUXURY
LINER. Using similar buses on similar routes
they looked to establish a loyalty that could
outlast Covid. Unfortunately for the owner, it
didn’t. It has been absorbed by the Jitney who
at least for this season looks to maintain it as a
parallel brand pending further developments.

THREE IF BY LIMO

If you have to get around why not let someone else do the driving? Rock back, read a
book, sip a Chardonnay, take in the scenes
while the miles crawl by. Of course, you can
dial-up any number of UBER or LYFT operators.
But if you are looking for traditional, whiteglove service call EAST HAMPTON LUXURY
LIMO 631-281-8808, TWIN FORKS LIMO
631-208-1010 or HAMPTONS LIMOUSINE
631-655-1756.

KMPT ENTERS THE CONVERSATION

A

s you should know, the East Hampton Airport has been buffeted by controversary this
past year like none in its almost 90-year history.
Owned by the Town of East Hampton efforts have been
underway to restrict or eliminate commercial traffic and
heavy jets that many in the community feel threaten their
peace of mind. Plans were set in late May to actually
close the Airport for a day and reopen under new rules.
But opponents managed to block that effort, convincing
State courts to stay the action pending more hearings.
While that drama unfolds a whole new chapter in local air transport is in the wings with the purchase of the
smaller, Montauk Airport (KMPT) by a so far unidentified,
private group. Suspicious minds see the hand of commercial operators like NYC’s Blade in that mix, looking to
ensure they have a safe place to take their traffic. Much

as that makes sense, no one knows for sure who put up
the estimated $18 million to secure the enterprise.
This much we know. Montauk is much smaller than
East Hampton, cannot land big jets and has no, on-site
fueling or infrastructure. It can certainly handle as many
helicopter landings as any operator can schedule and a
parade of smaller prop and jet planes. So, what are the
new owners plans?
New GM Neil Blainey hints at the sensitivity of the
change when we said, “we are delighted to have secured an investment in this important local facility and
look forward to building on the long history of Montauk
Airport, as we remain committed to servicing the needs
of the community and region.” So far, nothing material
has changed but only time will tell if this sleepy little spot
will become a busy hub.

FOUR FOR FREE

Once upon a time hitchhiking was a hippie’s preferred mode of transportation. These
days free rides come in much safer and more
dependable packages. If you need to speed
around the villages HAMPTON FREE RIDES
provides electric shuttle services in East Hampton, Sag Harbor and Southampton. All you
have to do is wait at a designated stop and
they’ll whish you down the road or to the nearby beaches.
Need to make the trek to always popular
Montauk? The HAMPTON HOPPER operates
free bus service daily beginning in East Hampton Village and ending at the Montauk Lighthouse. To get on board just load their app! ■
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SEASONAL AND YEAR-ROUND STORAGE AVAILABLE

We Still Have
A Great Selection
Of New & Used
Boats For Sale

18’ -37’ Dual Console - Walkaround - Center Console - Express Models

Full Ships Store Parts & Accessories
Everything You Need for a
Complete Boating Experience

*Introducing

the

ALL NEW 235 FREEDOM

CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF FINE FURNISHINGS 1971  2021

www.MontaukLife.com
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SUMMER GEAR
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SUMMER GEAR
8

A quick look at the calendar tells us we are
in the home stretch for summer fun! One
more full month to get your gang out of the
house and into the great East End outdoors!
And make sure you bring some real sports
and recreation gear. You’ll find everything
you need at these great local stores.
1

Glide across the water atop a premium SUP from AMAGANSETT BEACH
& BIKE 631-267-6325.

2

Looking for the best in bikes? AMAGANSETT BEACH & BIKE 631-2676325 carries premium road, mountain, beach, e-bikes and more from Trek,
Cannondale and Electra.

3

You’ll find the best boards at Montauk’s favorite surf shop, AIR AND SPEED
631-668-0356.

4

Kids need a new skateboard or cool boogie board? Run down to Sag Harbor
or Southampton’s FLYING POINT SURF for the best selection.

5

Enjoy summer paddling with a world-class kayak or premium SUP from
AMAGANSETT BEACH & BIKE 631-267-6325.

6

Looking for a fun summer ride? Water Mill’s HAMPTON MOTORSPORTS
631-287-6085 carries the full line of Benelli trail bikes, Hammerhead GTS
Platinum ATV’s and is the only Vespa dealer on Long Island. They even deliver!

7

Cruise the local waters in a premium Chris Craft from the East End’s exclusive
dealer, Southampton’s DAVE BOFILL MARINE 631-283-3444.

8

The finest fishing platform in the world is built right here in the US of A. Find
the full line of premium Grady-Whites at Hampton Bay’s SPELLMAN MARINE 631-728-9200.

9

When you think classic cars or off-road vehicles think Southampton’s AVENTURA MOTORS 631-283-8819 the East End’s HQ for vintage Porsche’s,
Mercedes, Jaguars and Land Rovers.

10

Need to get in summer shape? You’ll find everything you need to build a
home gym at Southampton’s GYM TECH 631-517-1983.

11

Ride the highways and byways on a new, Trek bike. You’ll find the best selection at MONTAUK CYCLE COMPANY 631-668-8975.

www.MontaukLife.com
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YOUR ULTIMATE BEACH STORE!
The Hamptons Home for Men, Women and Kids Fashion,
Winter Wear & Boots, Shoes, Eye Wear & Watches,
Boards & Wet Suits, Skateboards, SUPʼs & Accessories

— CHECK OUR FEED —

— SHOP OUR WEBSITE —

@FLYINGPOINTSURF

FLYINGPOINTSURF.COM

FLYING POINT / SUNRISE TO SUNSET 36 HILL STREET SOUTHAMPTON, NY 631-283-2929
FLYING POINT SAG HARBOR 34 MAIN STREET SAG HARBOR, NY 631-725-0705

VISIT OUR NEW ATLANTIC CITY STORE AT THE OCEAN CASINO RESORT
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BILLABONG

SAVE ON SUMMER NOW!
40% OFF SWIM WEAR
25% OFF SANDALS
$100 OFF SELECTED SURFBOARDS

2nd Floor Main Street Southampton – Store Supplies Limited – In Stock Only - Subject to Availability
www.MontaukLife.com
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7

SUMMER FASHION

Hot times on the East End,
my friends! Time to strip
down to essentials and dive
deep into this last full month
of summer. Lucky for you,
we have plenty of local shops
that can outfit you for beach,
bay or just a walk downtown.
1

Wear your local color proudly with custom
hats, tees and hoodies from Montauk’s favorite
surf shop AIR AND SPEED 631-668-0356.

2

Don’t forget to bring plenty of quality sunscreen. You’ll find the best at Montauk’s favorite surf shop, AIR AND SPEED 631-668-0356.

3

Find the newest watches from Free Style and
more at Montauk’s AIR AND SPEED 631-6680356.

4

Walk in style on the sand or the street in a pair
of premium Olukia sandals. Find the full line at
Montauk’s AIR AND SPEED 631-668-0356.

5

You’ll look great on the beach in a new suit
from Sag Harbor or Southampton’s FLYING
POINT SURF 631-283-2929.

6

Protect your eyes with stylish sunglasses from
the newest brand on the beach, Dragon Alliance. Find them at Montauk’s favorite surf shop
AIR AND SPEED 631-668-0356.

7

Grab the latest suits for kids and adults from
Montauk’s favorite beach shop GREENLINES
631-825-1010. You’ll find them at their new
store in the heart of the Gosman’s complex in
the harbor.

8

With shops on Main Street Sag Harbor and
Southampton FLYING POINT is your go-to
source for classic Hawaiian shirts.

9

From the top of your head to the bottom of
your feet you’ll find the coolest caps, sneakers
and shoes from Sag Harbor or Southampton’s
FLYING POINT SURF.

8

9

www.MontaukLife.com
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Float Your Way Through Summer
With Premium Pool Toys

VISIT OUR NEW ATLANTIC CITY STORE AT THE OCEAN CASINO RESORT
FLYING POINT / SUNRISE TO SUNSET - 36 HILL STREET, SOUTHAMPTON - 631-283-2929
FLYING POINT SOUTHAMPTON - 79 MAIN STREET, SOUTHAMPTON - 631-283-2929
34 | AUGUST
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FLYING
POINT SAG HARBOR - 34 MAIN STREET, SAG HARBOR - 631-725-0705

Classic Imported & Domestic

Car Center
SUMMER TUNE-UPS & REPAIRS
From a simple tune-up to a complete
mechanical overhaul now is the perfect
time to schedule your appointment
with our world-class mechanics.
All makes, all models serviced with expert
care given vintage and collectibles.
Have your car ready for a trouble-free
season today!

STORE
YOUR CAR
We offer secure, heated,
all-weather space for monthly
or seasonal rental. Free pick-up
and delivery, valet service,
trickle battery
provided.

FREE
MOTORS

Pick-Up & Delivery
Montauk to Westhampton

DEFENDER CENTER

We have the largest selection of fully
restored Land Rover Defenders on
the East Coast. Choose from hard tops,
soft tops, standard and automatics.
All in stock and ready for delivery now!

OFFERING THE FINEST COLLECTION OF CLASSIC IMPORTED
AND DOMESTIC CARS AND OFF-ROAD VEHICLES

631-283-8819
• 625 County Road 39A • Southampton, NY 11968 • aventuramotors.com
www.MontaukLife.com
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OUTDOOR LIVING
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OUTDOOR LIVING
5

With summer half over
it’s now or never to maximize your outdoor time
and enjoyment. Make
sure you’re ready to maximum hay while the summer hangs high in the sky
with these premium items
from the best local stores.
1

Keep the sun off you when you’re lounging in one of these sweet, designer’s director chair from East Hampton’s BRASS
& BURL.

2

Take the chill out of a winter’s evening
with a premium, wood-burning firepit
from SAG HARBOR FIREPLACE 631725-0712.

3

When you need to brighten your patio,
porch or garden count on the folks at
Amagansett’s BAYBERRY NURSERY
631-267-3000 to offer whimsical, oneof-a-kind accessories like these handcrafted vases by artisan Jasmin Djerzic.

4

You’ll be living the Hamptons high life
when you lounge in top-of-the-line, Tropez outdoor furniture. Find it at RUMRUNNER HOMES 631-725-1379 in
Wainscott and Southampton.

5

They’re fun, relaxing and just plain cool!
Find the best pool floats at Southampton or Sag Harbor’s FLYING POINT
SURF SHOP.

6

These almost life-sized sculptures come
from the artisans at the Phillips Collection. Find them exclusively at RUNRUNNER HOME 631-725-1379 in Wainscott or Southampton.

7

While away a summer’s day with a round
of boards games. Find these all-weather
editions at East Hampton’s BRASS AND
BURL.

8

Celebrate summer with a toast of the finest wines or spirits. Find the best in the
area at Bridgehampton’s CHURCHILL
WINES AND LIQUORS 631-537-0287.

9

It’s grilling time, baby! Grab the very
best from Webber at East Hampton’s
VILLAGE HARDWARE 631-324-2456
or Sag Harbor’s EMPORIUM HARDWARE 631-725-0103.

www.MontaukLife.com
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SPOR TS & RECREATION

“H

ot time in the summertime!” That’s what
Sly and the Family Stone sang many,
many moons ago and it is still true today. But the sad truth is they won’t be here forever.
So, make sure you get out and enjoy every last one
of them! This is prime time to go biking, hiking, sailing, paddling, beach combing, surfing. Here is a
quick guide to the how and who to make your day
memorable.

BEACHES

Surrounded by world-class bay and ocean stretches the East End is a beachcomber’s dream come
true! The only fly in the suntan lotion? You have to
carefully observe and obey the posted parking regulations on all local beaches or risk a stiff fine or expensive tow.
Montauk’s DITCH PLAINS is by far the most
popular surfing spot on the East End. But park there
without a valid East Hampton Town Permit and you
will be heavily fined and/or towed away! You will find
daily paid parking for $35 in Montauk village at KIRK
PARK located next to the IGA on the western end of
Main Street and in the village itself along the side
streets between Main Street and the ocean. Just be
sure to check for any 2-hour limits before you hit the
38 | AUGUST 2022

beach for the day.
4 miles west along the Old Montauk Highway
enjoy HITHER HILLS STATE PARK where you can
park for $10 a day and have access to playgrounds,
picnic areas, rest rooms and a convenience store.
In Amagansett you can park Mondays to Fridays
for $20 at ATLANTIC AVENUE, located on Bluff
Road just south of Main Street. You’ll find lifeguards,
bathrooms, and a food truck. East Hampton’s MAIN
BEACH is often regarded as the most beautiful
ocean beach in the area, this Village facility has lifeguards, bathrooms, showers, lockers and a snack
bar. Parking is available weekdays via Parking App
for $50 per day.
In Bridgehampton you’ll find MECOX BEACH by
heading south of the village where the Town provides lifeguards, bathrooms and food with a week ‘s
pass only $25. Located between East Hampton and
Bridgehampton villages at the end of Sagg Main
SAGG MAIN BEACH lifeguards and baths available
Mondays - Fridays for $25 a day.
Another spectacular stretch is Southampton’s
COOPERS BEACH. Located in the heart of the Village enjoy lifeguards, baths and food with a weekly
pass for $40. Finally, if you like the bay you’ll love
Sag Harbor’s LONG BEACH. This beautiful stretch

is located off Noyac Road two miles west of the village and offers lifeguards and baths for $25 a weekly
pass.

SURFING

One of the hottest draws in the East End, cruise
east to Montauk’s Ditch Plains if you want to get into
the center of the action. A crowded spot remember
to respect your elders, try not to run anyone over
and in general keep that chill karma coming. Need
anything? Be sure to stop by Montauk’s resident
board experts at AIR AND SPEED 631-668-0356.
You’ll find them at the east end of Main Street, where
they carry the brands you need, the accessories you
crave and most importantly, the knowledge to tame
the wild, wet. Left anything at home? They’ve got
rental boards and wet suits to get you into the game.
Further west you’ll find the friendly folks at
AMAGANSETT BEACH AND BIKE CO 631-2676325 are also a valued resource for all things surfing. Located midway between that village and East
Hampton they carry boards for sale and daily rent
as well as offer lessons in group or private. Need a
quality SUP (that’s stand-up paddle board for the uninitiated) they have racks of Doyle, Laird, Bote, Pulse
and Surf Tech just waiting for you.
www.MontaukLife.com
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SPOR TS & RECREATION
TRAILS/BIKING

Making spares and strikes
at The Club House.

Explore The East End
In A New Kayak

When you want to work up a sweat head to Montauk’s Hither Woods where 3,000 acres of State and
County Park land interlaced with miles of hiking and
biking trails awaits. If you know how to go, great. If
not and need some help head directly to the new
MONTAUK CYCLE COMPANY 631-668-8975.
You’ll find them in the heart of the Harbor at the
front of the Market at Montauk with a rack of off and
on-road bikes for daily or weekly rent perfect for exploring. Bent your bike? No problem, they fix every
make and model on-site.
Further west the folks at AMAGANSETT BEACH
AND BIKE 631-267-6325 can help you navigate
that span of the East End. Located on the main road
midway between Amagansett and East Hampton
they stock racks of premium bikes for sale or daily
rent plus all the accessories you’ll need to enjoy a
day’s cruising. Bent your bike? No problem, they fix
every make and model on-site. They also offer group
rides and excursions.

HORSEBACK RIDING

Nothing like a brisk spring ride across Montauk
hills and valleys. If you would like to slide into the
saddle here is the ticket. Just amble three miles east
of Montauk village to DEEP HOLLOW RANCH 631668-2744 for a relaxing trek through the Teddy Roosevelt State Park to the bay and back. Never ridden?
They can quite literally show you the ropes.

TENNIS

631-267-6325
At the light, Montauk & Cross Hwy. Amagansett

amagansettbeachco.com
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East Hampton’s HAMPTON RACQUET 631-3240297 is the perfect place to whack that fuzzy white
ball around. They offer a premium tennis and fitness
experience accessible to anyone with expert instruction, competitive matches, court rentals, clinics and
programs for any age, any level. Located just outside the village they have 13 adult courts, 8 juniors,
a large club house, pro shop and snack bar. Set on
10 private acres they welcome membership by the
week, month or season.
The largest facility on the East End is found opposite the East Hampton Airport at EAST HAMPTON INDOOR TENNIS 631-537-8012. As the
name states they have 8 all-weather indoor courts
to go with over 20 Har-Tru outdoor courts. They put
that collection to good use with the largest selection
of private lessons, camps, seminars, match-play ad
more. Choose from daily, weekly and seasonal memberships.
Meanwhile, out east between Amagansett and
Montauk the all-new HITHER HILLS RACQUET
CLUB 631-377-9623 has just opened its doors. Although new, the core of this club is very familiar to
anyone who’s swung a racquet in these parts. Molly
Nolan is in charge, lately of the Montauk Downs
courts, where she built a loyal following by combining the fun side of tennis with the discipline of expert
tutelage.
Here she has 4 Har-Tru and one grass court for use
in monthly and seasonal membership. Just looking
to hit for a day or week? They can fit you in, too. Add
a round of camps, clinics, a number of competitions
and an atmosphere that encourages getting to know
your fellow player and you can see how this will become a popular stop on the circuit.
www.MontaukLife.com

SPOR TS & RECREATION
GOLF

Walking 9 or 18 holes is a time-honored tradition on the East End. Largely confined to exclusive private clubs, the golfing public has one ace
in the hole, here. Consistently rated one of the
best public courses in NYS the 6500-yard Robert
Trent Jones designed MONTAUK DOWNS 631668-5000 is a NY State facility. Complete with pro
shop, putting green, driving range, locker rooms
and snack bar a round of golf is a reasonable $43
weekdays, $48 Saturday and Sunday for NYS residents, double that for non-residents. Juniors and
Seniors enjoy 18 holes weekday for just $28 and a
brisk 9 holes on weekends for just $17. Looking to
pare that fare down? Start play at dusk and you can
half the current 18-hole rates.
If you are into small ball, multiple holes-in-one
and a game the whole family can enjoy try PUFF
N PUTT 631-668-4473. You will find this classic
mini-golf course at the west end of Montauk’s Main
Street next to 7-11. Looking for a course that’s almost PGA approved? Drive west to the EAST
HAMPTON INDOOR TENNIS 631-537-8012
where the most elaborate 18 small holes is found.
Pitch, putt and wedge your way around the course
and you’ll have an exhilarating and challenging afternoon.

BOWLING

What’s a town without a bowling alley? Well, Montauk for one. And Sag Harbor, Bridgehampton, Water Mill, Southampton and Hampton Bays, too! Ah,
but not East Hampton! You will find the newest bowling complex on the East End just across the street
from the EH Airport. THE CLUBHOUSE 631-537BOWL offers 10 traditional lanes along with a 200seat sports bar and restaurant serving lunch, dinner
and late-night entertainment. This is the ultimate
family fun experience, the only one of its kind from
Montauk to Riverhead. ■

DON'T SWIM
WITHOUT THEM!

O

ne of the most fundamental rules about local waters is to stick to beaches that have lifeguards on
duty. Because no matter how confident you may
be in your stroke, the ocean especially has a strength you
should never underestimate. Placid looking waters hold riptides, unexpected drop-offs and the occasional rouge wave
just waiting for the unwary swimmer.
You’ll find lifeguards like these young East Hampton Village pros posted at most every public ocean and most bay
beaches all season long. Each is fully trained to respond to
emergencies in and out of the water. With them on hand
you can swim confident in the fact that if something were to
go wrong, a rare but serious event, they’ll have your back.

Celebrate Summer With A New Bike!
2022 Treks, Retrocycles, Cannondales & Electra’s In Stock
Full Selection of Road, Mountain, Hybrid,
Beach Cruisers & Electric Models

Electra
TownieGOGO
E-Bikes
Electra Townie
E-Bikes
Shop
Onlineoror
Store.
Go Ride!
Shop Online
InIn
Store.
Go Ride!

631-267-6325
At the light, Montauk & Cross Hwy. Amagansett

amagansettbeachco.com
www.MontaukLife.com
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ON THE WATER

S

urrounded by oceans and bays the Hamptons
offer a variety of ways to enjoy local waters
few other areas possess. Best of all, you don’t
actually have to own a boat to go! We have a number of providers who can outfit you for a seaside voyage or take you along for a ride of your vacation life.
Here are a few that are more than up to the task.

Get into the swim with Paddle Diva.

A FAIR WIND

“And a star to steer her by” Gliding across the water propelled by the breeze is as ancient a rite of passage as any. It’s how the earliest East Enders made
their way across the bays and sound long before the
first gasoline engine found it’s way into the hull of a
ship. For many, sailing is still the only way to enjoy
local waters.
One of the most beautiful boats on the water has
made landfall in historic Sag Harbor. The KELPIE is
an iconic, 76’ gaff-rigged schooner the likes of which
we rarely ever see. Based in Europe for the past 75
years her decks have been graced by royalty, heads
of state, corporate tycoons and celebrities of every
stripe. Now she is here to whisk you and your party
on a luxurious voyage you never forget. Schedule
2–8-hour cruises and enjoy gourmet food and drink
while local water fly by. A blue-water lover’s dream
contact captain@yachtkelpie.com for all details.

A VINTAGE CRUISE

Step back into the golden age of yachting with a
day on the KINGFISHER. Built in 1959 as 48 ft 'SEASONG' by the world renowned Huckins Yacht Corporation of Jacksonville, Florida, she has been fully
restored at a cost of over $1m. The result is a distinctive, timeless venue for customized yachting hospitality. Choose an elegant brunch or dinner cruises, a
night of intimate entertaining, or create an itinerary
all your own. Sailing from Sag Harbor and Greenport learn more by contacting them at charter@kingfishervintageyacht.com or call 813-484-5663.

PADDLE THE DAY AWAY

For over a decade now folks have found tranquility
and one heck of a workout on the deck on a StandUp Paddle Board (SUP). A fairly simple skill to learn
make sure you contact the folks who specialize in this
aquatic activity and can get you up and pumping.
The best is East Hampton’s PADDLE DIVA 631329-2999. With a highly trained staff, Paddle Diva

ADRENALINE
RUSH

I

f you crave speed, the kind of white-hot
screaming speed that drives your blood
pressure to Himalayan levels, you have to
drop by UIHLEIN’S 631-668-3799 in Montauk and sign up for one of their thoroughbred iron rides. Available for rent by the hour
or day you’ll enjoy an exhilarating ride across
local waters. Never done it before? They are
happy to show you the ropes.
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ON THE WATER
is both the best place to learn to SUP and the ideal
place for experienced paddle boarders looking
for an adventure or to learn new skills. Family fun,
bridal showers, exclusive private paddles, beginner
lessons, advanced clinics, kids’ programming, and
more, Paddle Diva prides itself on giving you the
ultimate Hamptons experience. Find them at The
Vanderveer Three Mile Marina, 10 Boat Yard Road
at the top of Three Mile Harbor or book your SUP
adventure with the original crew at paddlediva.com.

DINGHY DELIGHT

Who says size matters? Some small packages pack
as much fun and excitement as the biggest! Here’s
one watery example, the new MONTAUK DINGHY
CO 631-552-5183. The simplest way to hit the water
you and your crew can grab a sea-worthy inflatable,
crank up the outboard and shove-off for adventure!
Roar around the Lake, explore the Bay, go to the
beach and have a picnic or just see the sights. You’ll
have everything you need from a full tank of gas,
safety equipment, a map and cooler to keep lunch
chill. Fun for the whole family!!

DAY TRIPS

Montauk’s VIKING FLEET 631-668-5700 operates a passenger ferry service that makes a day on
the water a mini vacation! Choose from a high-speed
trek to scenic Block Island or across the Sound to New

“There she blows!!!”
London. Sailing aboard the 125’ Viking Superstar your
trip will be fast and comfortable, a pleasant day on
the water with a day’s destination that’s hard to beat.
Reservations suggested but not required go to www.
vikingfleet.com for their current schedule and rates.
Another way to get out on local waters is a ticket
on the AMERICAN BEAUTY II. Located at Long
Wharf in Sag Harbor this is a perfect way to explore local waters and learn about this historic area.

Calm sailing for young and old alike this pristine 60’
cruiser departs at in-season at 11AM, 1 and 3 PM for
90-minute local tours. Thursday to Sundays they also
offer a spectacular two-hour sunset cruise. Call 631375-5211 to check reserve your seat.

BOAT RENTALS

For three generations Montauk’s UIHLEIN’S 631668-3799 has specialized in renting boats of all sizes

PADDLEDIVA.COM / @PADDLEDIVA
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ON THE WATER
and complexities. It started with simple wooden
skiffs, progressed to small runabouts and now their
fleet includes blue water cruisers up to 40 plus feet!
Whichever you choose you’ll leave harbor confident
the craft you choose is Coast Guard approved, thoroughly maintained, safe, stable and reliable. Available for rent by the hour, day, week or season. And
don’t forget their always popular jet skis, they’ll send
you flying across the bay like Bat Man!
Know how to tack and gybe but got no boat? No
problem, the folks at Montauk’s SAIL MONTAUK
631-522-5183 have a mini fleet of tried and tested
22’ Catalina sloops you can take out into local waters. They come with a tank of gas, cooler with ice &
water, radio and all the safety gear you need. Take
one for 3 hours or they day and have a real adventure!

WHALE WATCHING

If you want to see some of nature’s most magnificent creatures in the floating flesh call the VIKING
FLEET 631-668-5700 for a seat on one of their marine watching cruises. Sailing Sundays and Wednesdays for five hour cruises of local waters you’ll be
accompanied by guides from the CRESLI (Coastal
Research and Education Society of Long Island) as
you search Montauk waters for whales, dolphins, sea
turtles and seabirds. A great excursion for the whole
family seats are limited so be sure to book soon.

www.MontaukLife.com

Tickets are $80 for adults, $50 ages 5-12 and free
for kids under 5.

EXPLORE THE BAYS

If you’d like to tackle local waters from atop a
kayak you’ve also come to the right place. The East
End is lined with coves and protected waters perfect for a placid paddle. For all the best equipment
head to AMAGANSETT BEACH AND BIKE 631-

267-6325. Located midway between Amagansett
and East Hampton on the main drag they carry the
best from Hobie, Wilderness, Evoke, and the hottest
brand in the land, FeelFree. Add in racks of clothes
and accessories and you’ve got everything you need
for a day on the water. Looking to go with a gang?
They also organize group paddles on a regular basic
from their scenic Accabonac Harbor launching point
in East Hampton. ■
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EAST END FISHING

O

ne of the most elemental of all East End pursuits, fishing is an essential part of these seaside
communities. Has been since the first white
men saw Native Americans harvesting the vast bounty
that surrounds us. Almost four hundred years later we
still have men who go down to the sea to find food for
our tables. And with them come the recreational fishermen who find adventure, fun and occasionally the thrill
of a lifetime at the end of their line.
It’s all waiting out there for you, my fishing friend.
Schools of plump porgies, beautiful bass, and fabulous
fluke. Off-shore tunas as big as a house and sharks that
will put the fear of Neptune in you! All you need is a
good boat and capable captain to make the trip most
worthwhile. When the urge stirs start your trek by heading to fish-centric, Montauk.
The center of fishing on the East End and one of the
most famous spots on the East Coast, this very tip of the
Island is home to more records for recreational fishing
than almost any other in this country. The secret is its
proximity to the warming waters of the Gulf Stream that
flow only miles from the Point.
One of nature’s great maritime superhighways, within
its steady stream fish of all sizes and kind flow past our
shores. From giant tuna and shark to the humblest bait
fish this conveyer belt of organic material brings anglers
here close enough to catch most anything under the
summer sun with just a few miles travel.
Now, how you do it is up to you. Here’s a quick guide
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to the most popular ways to fill your cooler.

GOT A BOAT?

OK, if you’re already tied up at any of the many marinas that dot Lake Montauk you probably already know
what to do. Gas her up, ice her down, load up the bait
and head for the horizon!!! If you’ve got the old girl on a
trailer and want to dunk her, you’ll have to either pay a
marina to drop you in or use the public launch on West
Lake Drive. You’ll find it just after you pass the entrance
to Star Island, half a mile south of the intersection of
Edgemere Road and West Lake Drive.
Once in head for either SAM’S STAR ISLAND 631668-5052 or the MONTAUK ANGLERS MARINA 631668-3232 for gas/diesel, bait, ice and anything else you
need to catch a fish. You’ll find the first on Star Island
Drive just off West Lake Drive, the other on the other
side of the Lake on East Lake Drive. Both are open to
the boating public, both have large ships stores, both
have staff to help and both are here to accommodate
your fishing needs. Best of all, they know where the fish
are biting and what they eat, so do not be shy, ask a
question or two.

BOOK THE BIG BOYS

If it’s just you and a buddy hitting the open sea, you’re
going to need a party boat, bub! Carrying up to 100 anglers these big boys sail for half day or full day trips just
like the private charters. And by and large they target all

By Capt. Al Tunes

if not most local fish. All you do is show up, buy the ticket
and they spot you the equipment and bait. Be sure to
bring coffee and meals.
The two best are spitting distance from each other
in Montauk. The largest and oldest is the VIKING
FLEET 631-668-5700. They have been hauling anglers out to the fishing grounds for over 80 years! With
three blue water boats on the docks, they also offer a
variety of half day and full day trips that target fluke,
bass, porgies and blackfish.
Just a few steps down the dock the EBB TIDE 631668-2818 has proven itself more than capable of filling
your cooler. This 70’ twin screw, Gillikin is a perfect platform for plumbing local waters. They push off from the
docks at 8AM and 1PM from half day trips. Now that
August is here they’ve added sunset fishing that targets
doormat fluke and keeper strippers. To see the schedule, go to ebbtidefishing.com or call 631-688-2828.

THE BEST OF THE BLUE-WATER

When you want a private fishing experience you’ll
want to book a charter boat. These Coast Guard approved, and licensed ships sail with up to six anglers
for half day or full day trips. The easiest way to find a
real, blue-water captain is call up the two largest sports
fishing marinas in Montauk, SAM’S STAR ISLAND 631668-5052 and the MONTAUK ANGLER’S CLUB 631668-3232. Their docks are lined with dozens of great
choices.

www.MontaukLife.com

THE MONTAUK MARINA DEVOTED TO ANGLERS
SEASONAL & TRANSIENT DOCKAGE
FOR VESSELS UP TO 130 FEET
• Yamaha and Mercury certified dealers
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

with full-service department and
Master Mechanics on staff
Charter Boats
IGFA & MONGO Weigh Station
Ice, Bait & Tackle
Ship Store
Restaurant
Gas & Diesel
Dockside Water & Electric
Showers & Restrooms
Winter Storage

6 31- 6 6 8 - 3 2 3 2 | m o n t a u k a n g l e r s c l u b . c o m | i n f o @ m o n t a u k a n g l e r s c l u b . c o m
V H F C h . 1 9 | 4 67 E a s t L a ke D r i ve | M o n t a u k , N e w Yo r k 119 5 4
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But with over 70 licensed charter boats in Montauk
choosing the right one can be a trickly proposition. After all, you’re laying out hundreds even thousands for
the experience of fishing local waters. And you certainly
want some assurance you’re going to have the time of
your fishing life. Bearing in mind they call it “fishing”
not “catching” and every trip is its own crapshoot, here
are two of the best blue water boats you could tie your
fishing fortunes to in this harbor.
CRUNCH TIME 631-295-7626 is a 35’ Henriques
Maine Coaster that can take you anywhere the fish are
biting. And with two diesels pushing you’ll get there
in no time flat! Fully equipped with the latest electronics she’ll put you on the fish as well as any boat in the
harbor. And with a top-notch captain at the wheel and
an experienced mate they’ll help you make the most
of your time.
Sailing from Sam’s Star Island they offer half-days

By Capt. Al Tunes

trips that target blues, fluke and bass or full days offshore where sharks and in-season tuna lurk. Always in
demand reservations well in advance are a good idea.
On the other side of Lake Montauk, you’ll find the
THERMOCLINE docked at the Montauk Anglers Club.
This 2019, 50' Munson Chinook, is a one-of-a-kind aluminum build sportfish. Designed with a full, walkaround
forward section and a spacious cockpit she’s got plenty
of elbow room for six anglers. Powered by 4 Yamaha
425HP XTO Outboards she can use her 1700 total
horsepower to comfortably cruise at 28mph and sprint
to the fishing grounds at a top speed of 48mph. This
custom vessel has been outfitted with the latest electronics for navigation and fish finding. That includes 4
unique transducers with side scan and other fish finding
capabilities. Like most local boats she sails for 4-hour
half days inshore and 8-hour days offshore, but trips
can also be customized by the hour. Book her by call-

ing the marina at 631-668-3232. When you’re done
you can enjoy your catch at the on-site Gin Beach Café
overlooking the docks. Enjoy a drink and watch the sun
go down while the talented staff turn your filets into a
memorable end to your day.

LIGHT TACKLE, TOO!!

One of the most exciting ways to boat a bass, blue or
tuna is salt-water fly fishing. It takes skill, patience and
the right touch but done correctly even a smallish fish
makes for a titanic battle! If you’ve never tried best to
find a real pro like DIXON TO THE POINT 631-3286186. Run by Paul Dixon, one of America’s top 50 fly
fishing captains, he’ll teach you how to find, approach,
tease, bait and land with the most delicate and sensitive
tackle on the water. Available for half and full days, cruising mainly Montauk waters, you’ll have the thrill of your
fishing life with him. ■

MONTAUK SPORTFISHING CHARTERS
STRIPERS | BLUEFISH | PORGY
SEA BASS | FLUKE | SHARK | TUNA

FULL AND HALF DAY FISHING • INSHORE AND OFFSHORE
Call Captain TJ Today at 631-295-7626 • crunchtimesportfishing.com
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By Capt. Al Tunes

EVEN
SMALL FRY
CAN APPLY!

F

or three generations Montauk’s UIHLEIN’S 631668-3799 has specialized in renting boats of all
sizes and complexities. It started with simple
wooden skiffs, progressed to small runabouts and now
their fleet includes blue water cruisers up to 40 plus
feet! Whichever you choose you’ll leave harbor confident the craft you choose is Coast Guard approved,
thoroughly maintained, safe, stable and reliable.
They are available for rent by the hour, day, week or
season. And don’t forget they have a full ships store
and on-site gas and diesel. Whether you need to rent
tackle for a day’s fishing or just need bait and ice they’ll
provision you for whatever you target and send you on
your way loaded for anything that bites.
By the way, got a youngster who wants to try this
fishing thing? As someone who landed his first snapper at six Henry has a soft spot for the smallest fisherman. Here’s a seasoned vet of 8 he taught to take
the wheel last year. Brought his crew home safe and
sound, no reason why you can’t do the very same at
any age!!

Sam’s Star Island is Long Island’s Best Marina for a Reason
The Finest Facilities
• High-Speed Fuel Pumps
• Transient Dockage to 125’
• Floating Docks with Cable TV, Electric,
WiFi & Water
• Diesel Fuel at Every Slip
• Full Repair Service & Parts Department
• 50- & 100-Ton Open-End Travel Lifts
• The Largest Travel Lift on the East End

And The Best Amenities
• HEATED Boat-Shaped Swimming Pool
• Sun Deck with Lounges Overlooking
Montauk Harbor
• Picnic, Barbecue & Playground Area
• Dog Park
• Fully Tiled Restrooms & Showers
• Laundry Facilities

To Help You Enjoy Your Stay!
• Star Island Grill Serving Breakfast,
Lunch & Dinner
• Poolside Bar & Deck Overlooking
Montauk Harbor
• Sport Fishing Charter Boat Fleet
and Guide Services
• Ship’s Store and Tackle Shop Open
Daily at 5 a.m.
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For more information, visit starislandyc.com or call 631-668-5052
Located in Montauk Harbor • 59 Star Island Road, Montauk, NY 11954
www.MontaukLife.com
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INTO THE LINE-UP

E

njoying another “Endless Summer” here in
beautiful Montauk? Well, I hope you are! There
are few places on earth better to dip your toes
into the water and test yourself against Mother Nature. The only problem? 92 days of fun in the sun
starts to run out fast when you’ve crossed into August. So, my advice? Gather the gang, grab your
best board and head to the high-water mark while
time is still on your side!

WE’VE GOT THE GOODS

Here in the shop we’re loaded with everything
you need to enjoy your season in the sun. That includes racks of great looking suits for men, women
and kids. Walls of surf influenced clothes for beach
or street. Enough wetsuits and rash guards to keep
the whole East End warm and protected. And when
it comes to boards, well, there’s no better selection
in the Hamptons.
Over the 26 years I’ve owned this shop I’ve made
sure we carry the very best in boards and SUP’s.
From affordable, well-built soft tops and boogie
boards to premium boards from the top shapers. We
have something on hand for every style, ability and
price point. Choose something from Odysea, Channel Island, Firewire, Ricky Carrol, Donald Takayama,
Walden to name a few and I guarantee you’ll have a
solid product under your feet.
One brand I’ve always carried with great pride
comes from legendary shaper Chris Birch. I’ve carried Chris’s creations since I opened the shop over
20 years ago. And as time goes on I’ve come to ap-

By Stu Foley

preciate and depend on his line more and more.

WHY?

Because he builds into every design, every board,
his unique blend of old-school value, performance
and artistry. The result is almost always a beautiful
board that genuinely reflects his passion for surfing.
Makes sense to me, Chris has been building boards
for 40 years now with his own label under his belt for
almost 15 of those. Along the way he’s learned the
art from the ground up, absorbing the classic styles
and techniques of legends like Greg Loehr, Tommy
Maus and another of my favorite builders, Ricky Carroll.
Chris is best known for his fish, performance
short boards that can rocket you across the face of
any wave with power and authority. And the use of
multiple fin selection and positioning, especially his
trademark four-fin box set-up. His best-selling Accelerator line is a perfect blend of those two elements,
6’ to 7’ of pure speed, precision and tracking that is
perfect for the smaller wave line-ups like we see so
often here in Montauk.
I ride one and so do both my sons. It makes me
a better surfer every time out. Easy to ride, easy to
paddle, turns on a dime, I know I’m going to have a
great day when I bring it. With a dozen other designs
and models Chris has got pretty much a board for
every need, every condition. My job is make sure you
walk out with the one that fits you best. And after
25 years of doing just that with Chris’s and the other
brands I stock, rest assured I’ll do the same for you.

Chris Birch with his favorite board. MAX FOLEY PHOTO
When not enjoying a well-earned day at the beach
you’ll find Stu Foley behind the counter at his AIR
AND SPEED SURF 631-668-0356 at the eastern end
of Montauk’s Main Street. ■

surf
montauk

PECONIC LAND TRUST

The Peconic Land Trust has worked
with our communities to conserve Long Island’s
working farms, natural lands and heritage since 1983.

Air & Speed Surf Shop
Quality Surf Equipment

Preserved land can provide a healthy respite
during these challenging times.

795 Montauk Hwy

airandspeedsurf.com

631.668.0356

MONTAUK’S NEW BIKE SHOP
m o n t a u k c yc l e c o m p a ny. c o m

To learn about opportunities to
enjoy the outdoors in your neighborhood,
visit us online at

www.PeconicLandTrust.org
or call 631.283.3195.
Peconic Land Trust is a not-for-profit, charitable organization.
You make our work possible. Thank you!
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Featuring Quality
Fuji - SE
Accessories

Sales & Rentals
Full Service
Repairs

463A West Lake Drive | Montauk, NY | 631-668-8975
www.MontaukLife.com

MONTAUK BIKING

By Chris Briand

W

ow, time sure does fly when you’re enjoying summer in the East End, huh? The very
best time of the year for most of us has only
one big old fly in the sunscreen ointment. It’s just too
damned short, man!!
Old Man Time seems to jam on the accelerator when
we pass Memorial Day. Making these merry months
scream by like a Ferrari headed to the Lighthouse! All
I can say is enjoy them while they last. We are headed
into the home stretch of Summer 2022 so make it a
memorable one, my biking brothers and sisters.

KEEPING IT TIGHT

One way to make sure you enjoy these weeks is to
stay on top of your bike’s maintenance. If you’ve put in
any regular time on your iron steed you may notice its
performance is beginning to slip. Gears not as smooth,
braking not as crisp, handling a little off, all signs you
need to tune that puppy up.
Lucky for you I have space and some time to do
just that. And I don’t knock you too hard to get the
job done. For a mere $50 I’ll look her over, tighten and
grease what needs doing and send you on your way.
For $70-100 I can give her a full-fledged, Montauk Cycle tune-up that will keep it running right for the rest
of the year.
If on the off chance I find something that needs replacing or upgrading that will cost a bit more. But hey,
your bike is a significant investment that should last
more than one season, right? And one way to make
sure it does that is by keeping her in tip-top shape.
The only think I ask is advance warning, OK? I’m

happy to stay late, burn the almost midnight oil if that’s
what it takes to keep my client’s bikes on the road. But,
to secure a spot in that rotation I need to hear from you.
Give me a day’s advance warning when you need work
done and I should be able to get your bike back to you
in a timely manner.

BE VERY CAREFUL OUT THERE!!

I hate to end a column on a down note, but you may
know a cyclist was killed in early July out on the Napeague
Stretch. He was passing by the Lobster Roll around 11AM
when he was hit by a car. Unfortunately, there was nothing paramedics could do for him. A classic case of a biker
being in the wrong place at the wrong time, police report
nothing unlawful or criminal was involved in the crash.
I’ve made this point before but it bears repeating. Biking in this area is a wonderful way to enjoy the scenery
and get some exercise. But you have to be careful. No
matter how skilled you may be, bikes are simply no match
for 4000 pounds of iron and glass hurtling down the road.
And as much as l love every single person who visits or
lives here, more than a few are really, really lousy drivers.
So, please, follow a few simple rules. Ride with traffic
not against it. Stay on the shoulder and off the roads.
Don’t ride in village or town. Always ride single file. Do
not text or phone while driving. Don’t drink or smoke
and pedal. Wear a helmet at all times and if you bike at
night make sure your lights work and you wear reflective
clothing.
OK, more than a few rules!!! But I want to see all my
fellow gear heads make it safely through the summer. A
bump or bruise is part of the biking game, lets all make

Chris Briand at Montauk Cycle Company.
sure nothing more happens to you so we can enjoy another season another day riding the Montauk roads and
trails together.
When not riding like the wind you’ll find Chris
Briand building or repairing bikes at his MONTAUK
CYCLE CO. 631-668-8975. ■

WWW.MONTAUKLAKECLUB.COM
www.MontaukLife.com
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SUMMER CAMPS

W

ith the calendar pushing through August many
think summer camps are done for 2022. Well,
you are wrong, ladies and gentlemen! True,
many have folded their tents and headed for the hills.
But there are still some that look to give your kids one
last dose of fun in the East End sun. Here’s a great assortment that guarantee any child a memorable time.

STEM is summer fun at iCamp.

MENTAL GYMNASTICS

As much as summer camp is designed to stretch a
child’s physical abilities it’s also a great time to expand
their mind. And no one does it better than iCAMP 631466-5298. Now in its fourth they are the only local camp
that specializes in STEAM fun. Kids 5-13 learn to fly a
drone, build a bod, design a game, master a science
your boy or girl will do all that and more in a supportive,
inspiring community. This year they’ve added two new
sessions for even younger campers. One campers 3-4
and a special “Mommy and Me” camp for toddlers aged
18-36 months. All benefit from the same approach to
strength social as well as intellectual development.

SURF CAMP

Nothing more fun than learning to surf! And with so
many local camps to choose from, two words of advice.
First, every camper learns the basics of getting into the
water, judging a wave, catching it and standing up. You
need at least three days to do all that so be sure to sign-up
for a week’s instruction. Second, make sure your camp is
fully certified, licensed and insured.
In Southampton, FLYING POINT SURF SCHOOL 516885-6607 offers weekly sessions from mid-June through
the end of August. This year they’ve organized their sessions into 6 camper pods for maximum attention, maximum
safety and maximum surfing fun! With a cadre of the most
experienced instructions in the area and a choice of the best
breaks your boy or girl will come away from their week on
the beach with an understanding of this life-long love.

ART, CRAFTS AND MORE

New this year, Montauk’s POPPY HEART 631-2385162 offers a calm, welcoming corner of this causal village where kids of all ages can come, linger, learn and
have a ball exercising their imagination and creative
muscles. They offer an array of activities for all ages that
includes painting, pottery, drawing, sculpting. Learn how
to make your own jewelry. Build a birdhouse for your
feathered friends. Drop by for an hour or a day and work
with Montauk artists in their indoor studio or on the outdoor patio. Want to schedule a private party or event?
Their space can be your space, too!

SAILING CAMP

Surrounded by water on all sides what better place
for your kids to learn to sail than the maritime East End?
Great sport, but what if you have no boat or experience to
pass on? Luckily, we have just the folks to teach your tykes
how to steer their tall ship. Back in Sag Harbor, the home
of blue water sailing ships, BREAKWATER YC 631-7254604 offers a great junior sailing program that will teach
your son or daughter how to heave ho and make for open
waters. Located in scenic Sag Harbor their weekly session
run from mid-June through the end of August.
Further east SAIL MONTAUK 631-552-5183 are experts at teaching novices the ways of the wind and water.
Located in the heart of the harbor you’ll cruise local waters in safe, stable 24’ Pearson sloops, learning fore from
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aft and boom from mast. For all the details go to their
website www.sailmontauk.com.

THEATER & CAMP

Learning to perform is good for the ego, builds selfconfidence and boosts self-esteem. For many that is
found under the lights on stage, singing their little hearts
out, tapping away, or reciting lines written by the Bard.
If you have a budding Brando in the house send them
to Sag Harbor’s BAY STREET THEATER 631-725-9500.
They host a number of summer camps that center on
learning to take to the stage like an old pro. Kids young
and old can learn to better sing, dance, act and run a
stage from seasoned, talented teachers.
If dance is in their blood the folks at the HAMPTONS
BALLET THEATER SCHOOL 631-283-4810 have a series of summer camps that take in all aspect of dance. Of
course, ballet is front-and-center but they also teach tap,
jazz and more in small, professionally run sessions.

TENNIS CAMP

For two decades EAST HAMPTON INDOOR TENNIS
631-537-8012 has been the largest and most comprehensive facility in the East End. A year-round operation with
dozens of indoor and outdoor courts they offer memberships, private instruction, camps for all ages and abilities in a
friendly, competitive environment. Expect expert instruction
for all ages and levels.
Meanwhile, out east between Amagansett and Montauk
the all-new HITHER HILLS RACQUET CLUB 631-377-9623
has just opened its doors. Although new, the core of this
club is very familiar to anyone who’s swung a racquet in these
parts. Molly Nolan is in charge, lately of the Montauk Downs
courts, where she built a loyal following by combining the
fun side of tennis with the discipline of expert tutelage.
Here she has 4 Har-Tru and one synthetic court with a
membership option alongside free memberships for Montauk School kids. Add a round of camps, clinics, a number of
competitions and an atmosphere that encourages getting
to know your fellow player and you can see how this will
become a popular stop on the circuit.

ROWING CAMP

Combining strenuous physical exercise with mental
disciple rowing isn’t for everyone. But if you’re looking
to tune your body and mind it can be one of the most
rewarding experiences you can ever have. Add to that
the camaraderie rowing in pairs or quads brings and you
have a unique athletic experience. The SAG HARBOR
COMMUNITY ROWING CLUB 631-553-1112 will be
happy to introduce your child to all this in one of their
weekly spring or summer camps.
Central to this is the roster of top-tier collegiate
coaches they attract from across the country for their
summer sessions. In past years they’ve come from Harvard, MIT, Drexel, UNC, Boston College and more to
teach the finest points of this sport. A once-in-a-rower’slifetime chance to learn from the best, slots are limited so
be sure to sign-up now!

BOTTOM LINE

Know that whichever camp you choose your children
will have a great time in one of the country’s best summer vacation areas. Kind of makes you wish you were 10
all over again, doesn’t it?

THEATER & CAMP

Learning to perform is good for the ego, builds
self-confidence and boosts self-esteem. For many that
is found under the lights on stage, singing their little
hearts out, tapping away, or reciting lines written by the
Bard. If you have a budding Brando in the house send
them to Sag Harbor’s BAY STREET THEATER 631-7259500. They host a number of summer camps that center on learning to take to the stage like an old pro. Kids
young and old can learn to better sing, dance, act and
run a stage from seasoned, talented teachers.
If dance is in their blood the folks at the HAMPTONS BALLET THEATER SCHOOL 631-283-4810
have a series of summer camps that take in all aspect
of dance. Of course, ballet is front-and-center but they
also teach tap, jazz and more in small, professionally
run sessions. ■
www.MontaukLife.com
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HEALTH & WELLNES S

O

ver the past two years we have learned a very
painful lesson. All the fame or fortune means
nothing, if you don’t have your health. Luckily,
we have at our disposal an array of outlets, services and
practitioners who can maintain, repair and upgrade our
bodies and psyches.

EATING WELL

It’s an axiom that has been proven again and again.
You are largely what you eat. And if what you eat is
healthy, nutritious and diverse your chances of remaining healthy improve dramatically. If you subscribe to that
theory you have come to the right place!
Long before the East End’s economy became dependent on seasonal vacationers it depended on farming. Blessed with mounds of rich soil left behind by the
retreat of the last ice age, local fields from Montauk to
Moriches were perfect grounds for raising seasonal vegetables, fruits and grains.
The king of the crop was potatoes, so well regarded
the Long Island brand was known from coast-to-coast.
Literally thousands of acres were planted annually with
a fall harvest that overflowed local potato barns. Today
most of those acres are covered in houses not potatoes.
Thankfully, far-sighted local official invested tax-dollars in
farmland preservation that keeps hundreds of acres in
production today.
The largest remaining operators still favor potatoes
for their main crop. The Foster family is Sagaponack is
king of the local spuds with 300 acres ringing Sag Pond
still in active cultivation. Much of that is now used to produce a fine, local vodka, that they sell at their Sagaponack tasting room just north of Wolffer Winery on Sagg
Main Street.
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Most other farmers plant traditional truck gardens.
Smaller plots that yield a diversify of seasonal crops: melons, corn, zucchini, tomatoes, peas, Brussel sprouts and
fruits among others. What they can’t sell directly to local
restaurants and stores ends up in the many farm stands
that dot the area.

THE BIG AND SMALL STANDS

The largest, like THE AMAGANSETT FARMERS
MARKET, ROUND SWAMP FARMS in East Hampton,
Bridgehampton and Montauk and the GREEN THUMB
in Water Mill, offer more than just local produce. Alongside the locally grown produce are aisles of prepared
foods, baked goods, imported and domestic foods, coffees and more. They are literally one-stop markets for
anyone who loves the freshest fare in the East End.
To that list you can add Amagansett’s VICKY’S VEGGIES. One of the oldest and best loved in the area it celebrated its fabulous, 50th anniversary last year. And yes,
Virginia, there really is a Vicky! One of the simply nicest
people you can ever meet her roadside stand just east
of the village on Montauk Highway is a popular stop for
many a local celebrity who loves a good chat to go with
their basket of vegetables, home-baked pies, bread, relishes and gourmet ice-cream.
Motoring into East Hampton you’ll find the tiny, but
always vital BISTRIAN stand opposite the East Hampton Village Firehouse on Cedar Street. It is a great place
to grab fresh local corn, tomatoes, onions and zucchini.
Looking for a bigger selection? Take as quick drive away
from the village onto Long Lane and you’ll find SHARE
THE HARVEST. Much of their produce and veggies
comes from the rich fields around them where local micro-farms produce a cascade of organic fare. Can’t find

the time to stop by? They offer delivery with advance
notice. Contact them at info@sharetheharvestfarm.org.
Moving west to Bridgehampton, Dave Falkowski’s
OMO MINDED ORGANICS on Butter Lane sells a great
selection of seasonally available, locally grown, organically produced food. Most of that is produced next door
in his rich fields. Moving to Water Mill you’ll find the
HALSEY FARM on Upper Seven Pond Road in Water
Mill and nearby CORWITHS on Scuttle Hole Road are
great stops for anything from the ground up.

FARMERS MARKETS

For some health-conscious cooks, the only way to
pack their pantry is to take the most direct route. Head to
the any of the many local Farmers Markets where growers and producers bring their wares to sell. And now that
summer is almost in full swing, we have almost daily markets to visit.
That starts in Montauk every Thursday from 9AM-2PM
on the village green in the center of town. On Fridays
from 9AM-1PM you’ll find the East Hampton version
relocated to their new HQ in the center of the village’s
main parking lot just behind Main Street.
On Saturday one of the largest on the East End is held
in Sag Harbor of scenic Bay Street from 9AM-1PM. Sundays you need to get to Southampton Village where on
lower Jobs Lane the grounds of the SH Arts Center host
that area’s from 9AM-3PM. Of course, all are free to attend but I’ll bet the farm you’ll leave with an armful of
great goods before it’s over.

GYMS

Get into prime summer shape by joining any of the
many local gyms on the East End. The largest is HAMPwww.MontaukLife.com

HEALTH & WELLNESS

All we do is all for you.
We provide a faster way to recover from joint surgery,
so Anne can keep pace.
Every consultation. Every minimally invasive technique. Every strengthening
exercise. Every question. Every answer. Every step of the way.
We are Stony Brook Medicine. All we do is all for you.

southampton.stonybrookmedicine.edu
www.MontaukLife.com
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HEALTH & WELLNES S
TON GYM CORP 631-324-4499 offering full-service locations in Sag Harbor, Southampton and East Hampton.
BODY TECH 631-267-8222 is a smaller more personal
space with a new location on the Montauk Highway
between East Hampton and Amagansett to compliment their original Montauk gym. The talented folks at
Bridgehampton’s IET FITNESS 516-819-7886 offers a
boutique-sized gym that specializes in one-on-one help
and individually structured régimes.

YOGA

Blissful relaxation achieved through therapeutic
stretching and movement. A strong mind in a healthy
body lifted and sculpted by centuries old techniques.
That is the promise a commitment to yoga can deliver.
Question remains, how to find it? Almost every studio
is closed for classes, but a few do offer excellent zoon
sessions. The best are Sag Harbor’s YOGA SHANTI
631-725-6424 and Amagansett’s MANDALA YOGA
631-267-6144.

PILATES

Working with intelligently designed, spring-based resistance systems this discipline sculpts long lean bodies
that are stable and strong to the core. With studios in
East Hampton, Southampton and Montauk NEW YORK
PILATES is the largest in this land. And yes, Virginia, they
have studios in the Big Apple in Soho, the East Village
and the Bowery. To book a class go to their site newyorkpilates.com.
Our newest studio in the area is found in Southamp-

ton. the newest is located west of the village on Country
Road 39. CLUB PILATES 631-382-0898 offers a brandnew facility with top-of-the line equipment featuring 10
different apparatus. Featuring small groups or private
and semi-private instruction by a comprehensively certified staff of professionals they help experienced and
novices reach their fitness and wellness goals.

SPINNING

Easily the hottest trend in indoor fitness there is one
name that is synonymous with that circuit burn. SOUL
CYCLE offers state-of-the-art precision with perfectly
aligned rows of high-tech stationary bikes, a cadre of
trained instructors and music loud enough to drown out
a drill sergeant. Choose from short- or long-term mem-

Limited Time Offer!

20% OFF
YOUR FIRST MONTH

Expires 6-12-2022. See studio for details.

Club Pilates Southampton
1-631-382-0898
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HEALTH & WELLNESS
berships with daily drop-ins, too, at their East Hampton,
Montauk and Water Mill locations,

FLOAT AWAY

There are many ways to address stress. To combat
the debilitating effects of this hectic life too many of us
lead. Here’s a novel approach that asks just one thing.
You set aside 90 minutes to wash away the daily distractions that cloud the mind and effect the body. HAMPTON FLOAT 631-500-9296 uses sensory deprivation
isolation tanks to literally float your way to a better life.
This reset for body and mind finds you slipping into a
relaxing bath of pure temperature-controlled water and
Epson salts. Drifting in near zero-gravity buoyancy your
mind is as free as your body. Relax, restore, replenish as
you are taken away with a deep sense of calm. Emerge
recharged and re-invigorated able to make the best of

every day, every situation. Find them on the Montauk
Highway in the Water Mill Square in that same village.

SALT IT AWAY

One of the most unique experiences in the East End
is the sense of well-bring found in the isolation of the
MONTAUK SALT CAVE 631-668-7528. Cocooned
in tons of healing Himalayan crystal you are cut off
from the hectic world but connected with your inner
self. The pace slows, focus narrows, cares and worries
abate as the sweet odor of salt creates an incense that
heals and sooths troubled soul and body. A centuries
old treatment that improves most respiratory issues by
clearing toxins they also offer Reiki, traditional massage, and Sound Healing with crystal singing bowls.
Open daily visit them in their NYC and Huntington locations, too. ■

CBD +
CANNABIS

A

fter decades of discussion, negotiation and compromise we are at the
dawn of a new era of fully legalized,
recreational cannabis in New York State. By fall
we should have a clear road to actual sales.
For now, adults 21 and up can have as much
as 3 oz. of whacky weed for home use. You can
smoke it anywhere tobacco is legal. You can
grow as many as a half-dozen plants at home.
But you can’t walk a store and buy it legally for
recreational use. Not yet.
When that days comes, we can expect local experts like OPEN MINDED ORGANICS
631-899-3755 Dave Falkowski to have a part
to play. The East End’s expert on CBD and all
its allied products Dave is a certified grower of
hemp, a close cousin to cannabis. He produces and sells products that use that anxiety and
pain reliving compound in his OMO APOCHECARY 631-255-0990 on Long Wharf in
Sag Harbor as well as his organic farm stand
on Butter Lane in Bridgehampton. At both he
welcomes you to drop in, pick-up a sample
and learn the many applications these wonderful herbs hold for you.

www.MontaukLife.com

Come Relax, Taste and Learn About Hemp Products
Free Samples Always Available

“Your Cannabis People”
OMO Is A State Licensed, Certiﬁed Organic, Kosher & CGMP Cannabis Company
7 Wharf Street, Sag Harbor | 631-899-3755
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SUMMER COOKING
I DREAM OF DINNER
(So You Don’t Have to)
By Amy Slagle

T

he much beloved New York Times
writer has deserved praise for her nononsense approach to cooking, Her
motto? Make it simple, make it delicious,
make it as hassle free as you possibly can.
Here she offers over 250 recipes that do all
that! Choose from appetizers, main courses
or deserts the possibilities are almost endless.

This choice is a deceptively simple meal
that will wow your guests. Using seasonally
available fruits and vegetables the rich sauce
perfectly compliments the shrimp. Just make
sure you use the best ingredients and you’ll
have a meal that will be the talk of the East
End! You’ll find this and all great cookbooks
at BookHampton 631-324-4939, Main
Street, East Hampton.

TURMERIC SHRIMP
WITH CITRUS AND AVOCADO
INGREDIENTS
1 Lb. - Large Shrimp
1 Tsp – Ground Turmeric
2 - Seedless Persian Cucumbers
1 - Fresh Grapefruit
1 - Fresh Chile/Jalapeno
1 - Avocado
1 - Lime
3 Oz. - Virgin Olive Oil
Salt & Fresh Pepper to Taste
Peel and devein the shrimp and pat very dry.
Toss on the cutting board with 1 teaspoon salt and
1 teaspoon ground turmeric. Then cut 2 Persian or
mini seedless cucumbers into bite-size pieces (peel
if desired) and transfer to a serving plate. Salt them.
Cut the top and bottom off the grapefruit and
place the grapefruit on a cut side. Follow the curve
of the fruit to cut away the peel and white pith. Halve
the fruit through the top, then slice into ¼-inch-thick
half-moons. If your pieces are especially large, halve
again. Add to the cukes and season with salt.
Cut the fresh chile (jalapeño, serrano) in half
lengthwise. Heat a large cast-iron skillet over medium-high until smoking, about 3 minutes. Add 2

tablespoons olive oil, then add the chile, skin
side down, and the shrimp. Cook the shrimp
and chile untouched until golden and charred
in spots, about 2 minutes. Flip and cook until
the shrimp is opaque on all sides, about a minute longer. Transfer the shrimp to the cucumbers and grapefruit and season with salt and
pepper to taste.
Finely chop the chile, then add to the
shrimp. Halve and pit 1 avocado. Use a spoon
to scoop thin slivers of the avocado and plop
them right onto the plate. Season everything
with salt and pepper. Squeeze half of 1 lime
(about 1 tablespoon) over everything, and cut
the remaining half into wedges for serving.
Drizzle with olive oil and season with flaky salt
and more pepper as you wish.
Great with tortilla chips, tostadas, rice, quinoa, rice noodles, soba, mint, cilantro, or corn
nuts.
(Instead of grapefruit, use tangerines, mango, pineapple, or a mix. You can also choose to
grill the shrimp and chile over high heat for 2 to
3 minutes per side.)

A

Reprinted from I Dream of Dinner. Copyright © 2022 by Alexandra Slagle.
Photographs copyright © 2022 by Mark Weinberg. Published by Clarkson
Potter, an imprint of Random House.”

WINE PAIRING

delicious meal like this deserves a wine that brings out it’s best. When it comes
to finding the right match, we turn to Bridgehampton’s Dave Churchill. For two
decades he’s helped customers find the right spirits for any occasions or event.
His Bridgehampton store is stocked with choices that stretch round the world with a
solution for almost any occasion any budget.
For a rich, spicy meal like this, Dave has two choices. Bardol’s Domaine de L’Olivette
2020 is a well-regarded French Rose that comes from the Marseilles area. Tastefully
well balanced, it is a rich, complex blend that ends full with a spicy end of the mouth.
Grenodi di Tufo Feudi Di San Gregorio 2019 is a smooth and silky Italian classic that
mixes apricot and summer peach, framed by sweet almond and savory sea salt. The
wine is snappy and clean with plenty of balanced acidity to invite a second, third and
fourth pour.
Find these and dozens of equally great choices on Main Street, Bridgehampton at
CHURCHILL WINE AND SPIRITS 631-537-0287. Buy a bottle or take home a case.
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MONTAUK’S NEWEST
OLD SCHOOL MEAT MARKET

BUTCHER

DELI

GROCERY

PRIME MEATS
BUTCHERED ON SITE

CUT TO ORDER COLD CUTS
SANDWICHES & SALADS

PRODUCE, DAIRY, &
FRESH BAKED BREAD

SPECIALTY ORDERS

FRESH GRAB N’ GO ENTREES & SIDES

CHEESES & BAKERY ITEMS

PREPARED MEALS

COFFEE BAR

WINE & BEER

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH, & GRAB N’ GO DINNERS
5 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

www.MontaukLife.com

541 W LAKE DR • MONTAUK, NY • (631) 483-5040 • TONYSMTK.COM •
LOCATED AT THE FORMER GAVIOLA’S MARKET
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SUMMER ENTERTAINING

A

s much as we like to think we can do it all,
sometimes we just can’t. Planning a great
event at home, large or small, involves so
many different elements it can easily be overwhelming. Don’t let the occasion be ruined by the preparation. Let these fine folks do what needs doing to
make your party effortless.

ALL IN ONE

By far the easiest thing to do is call an expert and
let them handle the entire affair. With many to call,
one stands out. For over 25 years the ART OF EATING 631-267-2411 has been the answer to planning
an elegant evening. From set-up to break-down,
food to service staff, design, décor, lighting and music they have made public and private events across
the East End the highlights of the summer.

PARTY EQUIPMENT

To start, you need seats for people to sit, tables to
dine upon and all the nuts and bolts a casual or elegant affair requires. To find all that and more drop by
SDPR 631-759-5111 in Southampton. Located at 145
Main Street the newest, full-service party rental and
sale store in the East End has everything you could
ask for in supplies and goods for your summer soiree.
Whether it’s an intimate evening for six or a grand gala
for 600 they can outfit your event like no other.

WINE AWAY

When you need something intoxicating turn to the
knowledgeable folks at CHURCHILL’S WINE AND
SPIRITS 631-537-0287. Located on Main Street,
Bridgehampton they are stocked with familiar and
exotic spirits for your perusal. From Australian Shiraz
to classic French Cotes du Rhome, Californian Sauvignon Blanc to our own local Chardonnays’ they carry
a variety and assortment of wines to suit any palate or
occasion. Should you need a case of premium vodka,
gin or tequila they’ve got you more than covered.
They also offer case discounts and home delivery so
sit back and let them make you the life of the party!

BEER AND SODA

NEW! Located mid-way between East Hampton
and Amagansett BEVERAGE STOP 631-527-7822 is
an all-purpose stop that not only caters to your thirst
it also provides the convenience items you need to
complete a day in the Hamptons. Besides the aisles
of premium imported, domestic and craft beers, there
is a large assortment of waters, soda and other beverages. Not to mention plenty of healthy snacks, stacks
of candy, ice cream, beach gear, drink ware and more!

BAGELS AND SANDWICHES

If you want to keep it simple order a platter or two
from the East End’s favorite Jewish delis. With locations in East Hampton, Southampton, Westhampton
Beach GOLDBERGS 631-329-8300 has spread the
gospel of great comfort food from one end of the
Hampton’s to the other. Their Montauk, East Hampton, Sag Harbor and Southampton locations all offer
the same freshly made bagels and full deli offerings
that made their original, Brooklyn location, so popular. Serving breakfast and lunch daily, with full scale
catering, too you know why the lines start to form as
soon as the sun comes up!
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THE BIG CHEESE

While stores stock your average run of cheese,
Provolone, Swiss, American, Gouda, CAVANIOLA’S 631-725-0095 takes fromage to an altogether different level. Step inside their original Sag
Harbor or new Amagansett Square shop and let
the delicate aroma of exotic cheeses from around
the world tickle your pleasure. Peruse the aisles
and be amazed at the assortment of award-winning
product. Best yet, ask their expert staff what cheese
to pair with your next meal and they will walk
you through delicious options you never knew
existed.

SEAFOOD AND LOBSTERS

In an area dominated by the seas around us it is
good to know there is a fish store you can count on.
Located at water’s edge in Montauk GOSMAN’S
631-668-5645 is the real, seafood, deal. Long before this complex became so complex, before the
restaurants and stores that bear the family name
were opened, Gosman’s was a retail and wholesale
fish and lobster. Her dock groaned with the daily
catch from local boats that sailed far and wide. Today, that heritage it matched with a full-scale retail
fish market sated to satisfy your every need. From
prepared foods to fresh fish, seafood and live lobsters you can be sure they can provide the best
ingredients for you family’s table this season.

RAGING CAJUN

Located in East Hampton SMOKING WOLF
631-604-6470 is an award-winning outfit that
serves the very best, premium BBQ in the East End.
Ribs, chicken, pork or beef you want it spicy, sweet
or in between and they will perfect your plate.
Happy to serve you on-site and more than equally
equipped to bring the party to you they can cater
events from 5 to 500.

VEGGIES, VEGGIES AND MORE

A landmark in local food ROUND SWAMP FARM
631-324-4438 has been a constant source for excellent, locally sourced food, produce, fish and ingredients for two generations. They don’t just fill their
well-stocked shelves with brands you crave, they
also cook and create some of the very best prepared
food and catering opportunities. Always packed
they added a Bridgehampton location off School
Street four years ago to add to their original on East
Hampton’s Three Mile Harbor Road. Last year a third
came to downtown Montauk just a block south of
Main Street. Filled with all the same delicious offerings it quickly made that unique village sit-up and
take-out. Offering take-out, delivery and their usual
retail operations they have options to fit your schedule.

WHERE’S THE BEEF??

When you’re looking for the very best in prime
beef, steaks and meat of any persuasion there’s a
new boss in town. Montauk actually, where you’ll find
the all-new TONY’S MEAT MARKET 631-483-5040.
This old-school meat market has a full-time butcher
on-site preparing the freshest cuts on the East End.
Add a full-service deli with grab-n-go delights, a
large selection of groceries, produce, freshly baked
breads and cheeses and you can see why the lines
form early and go late at this welcome addition to
the area.

WHAT A DUMP

No matter how elegant the evening you’re going
to be left with a mini mountain of garbage when it is
all done. To get rid of it or any household waste call
the area’s favorite carters, MICKEY’S CARTING 631668-9120. They also offer large and small dumpsters
and roll-offs to store your waste until it is time to be
collected. ■
www.MontaukLife.com

And Every Day We Are Montauk's
Most Affordable Restaurant!
CATCH ALL
THE GAMES

HAPPY HOUR
46
MONDAY  FRIDAY

1/2 PRICE
DRINKS

BAR SERVICE ONLY

Thursday – Sundays 10PM to Close • DJ Vinny K & DJ Biggie • Open 7 Days • Noon – 4am • Lunch • Dinner • Late Night

APPETIZERS
Baked Clams ....................................................... $10
Montauk’s traditional overstuffed Baked Clams

Fried Calamari .................................................... $10
Browned to perfection & served with dipping sauces

Steak Tidbits ........................................................ $12

Chicken Tenders ................................................... $12

Mozzarella Sticks ................................................. $10

Chicken Quesadilla .............................................. $12

Bit sized pieces of marinated steak garnished
with Blue Cheese coated Field Greens

Classic Shrimp Cocktail ........................................ $14

Beer battered served with marinara sauce

Blackened Scallops ............................................... $16

Your choice of garlic butter & white wine
or The Point‘s own zesty marinara

Chilled Jumbo Shrimp over shreds of Napa Cabbage
with Cocktail sauce

Fresh, local Scallops rubbed in our unique blend of spices,
pan seared & served with an original dipping sauce

Point Wings .......................................................... $14
Traditional Hot Wings or ….. Try our Spicy Jerk Wings
lightly seasoned & tossed in Caribbean Jerk sauce. Both
come with Celery and Blue Cheese

Potato Skins ......................................................... $10
Stacked with chopped bacon melted Cheddar Cheese & sour cream

Point Combo ........................................................ $15
Five Point wings, two sliders & fries

Steamed Mussels .................................................. $14
Blackened Seared Tuna ........................................ $14

Breaded chicken breast, extra crispy served
with BBQ sauce or Honey Mustard

Buffalo Style or Grilled with Jack & Cheddar cheese grilled
between two Tortillas with sour cream & salsa

Sliders .................................................................. $12
Four mini Cheese burgers served with sautéed onions
& peppers served with bread and butter chips

Fresh local tuna rubbed in our own unique blend of
spices, and seared (Rare Only) and served over
Asian dressed greens

Nachos ................................................................. $14

Buffalo Shrimp ..................................................... $14

Lobster Quesadilla ............................................... $20

Point Crab Cakes.................................................. $14

Cajun Calamari ................................................. $12

Jumbo Shrimp lightly seasoned & browned then drenched
in our Buffalo sauce. Also available in Caribbean Jerk
Two Maryland style Crab Cakes served with our original dipping
sauce

Heaps of crispy Tortillas topped with Cheddar cheese,
Jalapenos, Point chili, sour cream & salsa
Fresh lobster, jack & cheddar cheese, sour cream,
salsa and guacamole

Dusted with Cajun spice with pappers, pico de gallo
& a spicy Thai sauce

FRESH, HOMEMADE SOUPS AND SALADS SERVED DAILY!
Buffalo Chicken Wrap .......................................... $15
Crispy Chicken strips tossed in our hot sauce
then wrapped in a tortilla with bacon, lettuce,
tomato, onion & Blue Cheese dressing

Grilled Chicken BLT Wrap ................................... $15
Thinly sliced chicken breast, crisp bacon, lettuce,
tomato, American Cheese with Chipotle mayo
then wrapped in a tortilla

Monterey Chicken Sandwich ................................ $15
Grilled chicken breast topped with bacon, melted
Jack Cheese, lettuce, tomato & 1000 Island Dressing

SANDWICHES & BURGERS

All Served With French Fries & Pickle

Turkey Burger ...................................................... $15

Philly Cheese Steak ............................................... $15

Seasoned ground turkey, grilled with lettuce, tomato & onion

The Point Burger .................................................. $15
The biggest, the best, served with lettuce, tomato and onion
Add crisp bacon or cheese for $1.00

Buffalo Burger ...................................................... $16
98% lean bison served with tomato and lettuce and onions.

Catch of the Day................................................... $15
Fresh locally caught fish served Pan Fried or Blackened with
lettuce, tomato, onion & Tarter Sauce

haved Delmonico steak with sautéed onions,
Pepper and Jack Cheese on a soft hoagie

The Steak Sandwich.............................................. $18
8 oz. NY Strip Steak served on garlic bread
with fried onions & creamy steak sauce

Fish Reuben ......................................................... $15
Crispy local fish, topped with cole slaw, melted Swiss
& lemon tarter sauce on Texas toast

ENTREES
Half Roasted Chicken ........................................... $25
Plain or BBQ style with creamy mashed potatoes,
local corn on the cob, garlic butter

Fish & Chips......................................................... $22
Lightly fried fish of the day served with crispy
French Fries & Coleslaw

Fish Tacos ............................................................ $21

Sesame Seared Tuna Steak.................................... $26

16 OZ. NY Strip Steak .......................................... $29

Seafood Marinara ................................................ $26

Two tacos stuffed with Chipotle & lime marinate,
fish of the day, shredded Romaine, Pico De Gallo &
Jack cheese served with black beans & sour cream

Grilled to your liking then smothered with fried onions
served with seasonal veggies & mashed potatoes

Fresh local Tuna, sesame coated then seared just around
the edges (Prepared Rare Only) served with a Soy garlic
glaze, seasonal veggies & mashed potatoes
Local Mussels, Shrimp & Calamari in our own
Marinara sauce serve over linguine

20 New Flat Screen TV’s • Montauk’s Home For Before And After Parties
RESTAURANT AND BAR OPEN 7 DAYS ~ 12 NOON TO 4AM ~ SERVING LUNCH DAILY ~ KIDS MENU AVAILABLE

MAIN STREET, MONTAUK ~ 6681500 ~ WWW.POINTBARANDGRILL.COM
THEPOINTMONTAUK

www.MontaukLife.com

Wi-Fi

THEPOINTMONTAUK
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WHAT'S NEW: RESTAURANTS

A

s everyone in show biz knows, you always save
the best for last! Well, only time will tell but
when it comes to the biggest development in
East End dining and hospitality nothing this year beats
the unveiling of the new, CANOE PLACE INN AND
COTTAGES 631-498-8664. The first all-new, integrated resort to open on the East End in decades it has
under its many, spacious roofs a wealth of opportunities
to “wow” locals and visitors.
Set overlooking the Shinnecock Canal, just a mile
east of Hampton Bays, the site is no stranger to bigger
than most East End commercial enterprises. Originally
a stagecoach stop in the late-1600’s an inn was established as soon as the early 1700’s. During its formative
years it was host to British officers, early American politicians and prominent businesspeople.
By the start of the 20th century, it was a full-blown resort catering to the emerging, East End tourist industry.
Movie stars, sports stars and Wall Street magnets frequented its rooms and banquet halls. Civic groups held
their annual meetings while decisions that decided the
fate of the area were settled over cigars and Cognac
after lavish dinners.
By the 1970’s when fashions changed and tourism
moved further east to the Hamptons proper, the stately
Canoe Place Inn became, CPI, the largest, loudest,
most outrageous club in the area. Hundreds jammed
its bars and dance floors as rock gave way to disco only
to be subdued by rap and techno. By the turn of the 21
century what was left of the old Inn was a roughshod,
worn-out, disheveled shell of itself. It closed its doors,
its fate uncertain.

SAVIOURS IN THE WINGS

If it weren’t for the intervention of Rechler Equity
Partners, Canoe Place Inn might have gone the way
of the wrecking ball. But owners Gregg and Mitchell
Rechler decided the old girl was more than due a third
act. And over the course of the past 12 years, they have
invested considerable time, talent and treasure to bring
it back to vibrant life. “Restoring the Inn to reflect its
deep-rooted history as one of the Hamptons’ most beloved and attractive destinations is a great honor, and
we don’t take this responsibility lightly,” said Mitchell.

From all accounts they have delivered on that promise. Slated to open this month Canoe Place Inn features
a 100-seat restaurant, catering hall for an additional
300 and two floors of elegant rooms. Add the five large
cottages on the property and the twenty, 3-bedroom
condos adjacent the property and you have the single
largest new project to cut the blue ribbon in this neck
of the Hampton, ever.
How will time treat this newest iteration? From the
care and attention evident in every room and hall, the
best guess is that history will treat this opening as a
singular milestone in a hallowed, historic property. To
find our more go to www.canoeplace.com.

SMALLER BUT STILL SIGNIFICENT

Looking east to East Hampton we have another familiar spot that has also reinvented itself. The SPRINGS
TAVERN AND GRILL 631-604-6944 has a new name,
new ownership and a new life. Located on Ft Pond
Boulevard in the heart of that historic community it has

always been an eating and meeting space for locals
and visitors alike. This year Alex Rossi takes the helm.
A Springs resident he and his family grew up in the
restaurant business in New York City. His father Rubrio
Rossi owned the highly acclaimed Parioli Romanissimo
on the Upper East Side.
Here they envision a year-round eatery with affordable prices and a welcoming atmosphere. It starts with
a new look, a renovated interior with a beachy and
inviting upgraded outdoor dining area and lounge.
Working with Raul Rodas, a veteran professional of
such East End restaurants as Indian Wells Tavern, 1770
House and Coche Comedor, the menu features starters, salads, mains and Tavern favorites, along with a
delicious grilled selection where diners can pick a protein a side to enjoy.
They’ll also offer some classic Parioli dishes for diners to savor. The restaurant will not take reservations
and takeout will be available. To learn more, go to
www.springstavernandgrill.com. ■

You've love the food at the
new, Springs Tavern and Grill.
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T he Montauk
General S tore
Has the Coolest Lemonades

Featuring
Del’s Frozen
Lemonade

– The Best on the East Coast

And Our Own
Home-Made
Classics
Raspberry Spritz - Vanillade
Citron Presse - Herbal Palmer
Frozen Lemonade - Watermelon
Turkish Limonata - VT Lemonade
Middle Eastern Lemoninaria
Limonada De Coco

669 Main Street - Montauk - 631-668-0900 - mtkgeneralstore.com

www.MontaukLife.com
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SPIRITS OF THE EAST END

W

alk into any good restaurant or bar in this
area and you’ll be greeted with choices of
beer, wine and alcohol from literally every
corner of the world. But some, and I might say some
of the very best, are home-grown. That starts with
the almost 40 wineries that dot the North and South
Forks. Capitalizing on some of the most productive
growing soils on the East Coast it’s no wonder locally
produced beers and spirits that are fast taking hold
across the region.

BEER HERE

When its hotter than a double-header in the Bronx
nothing takes the heat away like a cold beer. And
not just any, but a selection from the fastest growing beer on Long Island, MONTAUK BREWING CO.
631-668-8471. Located just north of the village in a
small, quaint tap room the three partners behind this
successful venture dispense seven distinct brews.
Pick from their original smash, Summer Ale (an
easy to love, all-day drink that‘s as smooth as an
August sunset) or Wave Chaser IPA (a dryer, stiffer,
tangy pour) you’ll be one very happy, Hampton’s
camper. Like a seasonal pour? Their Pumpkin Ale,
Cold Day IPA and Easy Riser Belgian White
will hit the spot! jAvailable in almost every
restaurant, deli, supermarket and package store in the tri-state area you can
drink at home what you come to love
here.
Following in their footsteps, a new
brewery is about to open its East End
doors in historic Sag Harbor. KIDD
SQUID 631-500-0533 is a fully realized brand has hit the East End running.
Not only do they have a line of seriously
delicious brews ready to roll they’re also just
put the finishing touches on a full ledged tasting
room. You’ll find them located just off Main Street
next to the Sag Harbor Garden Center.
Once there you’re invited to sip a variety of IPA’s
including "Pink Hare Moon" a New England IPA with
an eye-opening 6.2% ABV. Like all their IPA’s it is
made with Citra and Mosaic hops and all NYS grain.
Try it on tap or take home a 16 oz. can. Looking for
something really unique? Try a "Tide Gose In”. It’s

based on the 13th century technique of warm fermented beers that use malted wheat and sea salts.
The result is a moderately sour beer with rich lemon
and salt overtones. Those flavors will be driven home
with liberal amounts of organic coriander seed and
Amagansett Sea Salt.
Add a crisp pilsner and a lemon-lime
Hard Seltzer and this crew is off and
running with enough different fare to
satisfy any beer lover. Oh, and the
name? Remember, Capt. Kidd buried
treasure on nearly Gardiner’s Island.
To find yours this summer all you
have to do is head to Sag Harbor!

THE HARDER STUFF

When it comes to harder spirits, we
also have a number of locally produced upand-coming brands. One that is quickly finding an
appreciative audience is SAGAPONACK VODKA
631-537-7300. It takes full advantage of one of our
most abundant products, potatoes, to make award
winning vodka. Local farmer Dean Foster has put
some of the almost 300 acres he and his family have
farmed for five generations to new use, growing potatoes and wheat for his premium vodka.
Distilled in his new, state-of-the-art facility just

F

WET YOUR WHISTLE

or the past nine years MONTAUK DISTILLING CO. has been producing a line of premium spirits the entire East End has come to
appreciate. They started with a series of rums that
grew from the original Navy Strength to embrace
their Bellamy Spiced, Black Sail and Sunburn
varieties. Imbibing souls wanted more so they
branched out into bourbon with a classic Tunney
and sure to please Tunney Apple Red Cap.
Like your drink drier? A cocktail made with their
tart 27th Regiment Gin will do very nicely. And if
it is vodka you need, take home a case of their
Modico. Last but not thirst quenchingly last, folks
who love hard seltzers are moonstruck over their
line of Mermaid Water.
Increasingly available in local liquor stores,
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north of Montauk Highway he and his team have
turned out batches that have captured multiple
awards in a very short time. Available in select local
stores and restaurants this is a vodka worth asking
for by name.
Savor it on the rocks or in a custom cocktail it’s
one strong local spirit you’ll want to take home and
share with family and friends. Find it at their newly
opened tasting room on Sagg Rod, a block north of
Montauk Highway, one block past Wolffer Winery
in Bridgehampton. Open Thursday through Sunday
from noon to 5 sample the product and enjoy custom cocktails.
Needless to say, you can’t talk about summer spirits without a nod to that south-of-the-border favorite, tequila. Well pilgrims, you can count that clear
celebration into the fold of locally brewed pours with
the launch of MONTAUKILA. Inspired by Montauk’s
pristine beaches and unique lifestyle the makers
searched out an equally authentic area to create this
premium drink.
Made from 100% blue agave from the highlands
of Jalisco, Mexico, distilled with waters pulled from
the headlands of a stream originated in an inactive
volcano, the crystal-clear liquor has a crisp, slightly
smoky flavor that makes an ordinary Margarita, special. Find it in better restaurants and stores. ■

bars and restaurants two years ago, they created
a year-round tasting room in Riverhead. Located
just a block off Main Street you can enjoy all their
products in a beautifully repurposed fire house.
Of course, that begs the question, why is a Montauk named company not actually in Montauk?
That question has been emphatically answered
with the opening of their new, Montauk tasting
room. Set in the heart of the village, mid-way
between the Main Street and the ocean you can
sample their products, attend special events and
learn why so many people love the care, attention and creativity that goes into every bottle they
make.
24 E. 2nd Street, Riverhead - 12 S Etna
Montauk - montaukdistillingco.com
www.MontaukLife.com
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CHURCHILL WINES & SPIRITS
David J. Churchill
Open 7 Days

631.324.1265

Fine Japanese Cuisine
JAPANESE RESTAURANT
AND SUSHI BAR

www.churchillwines.com

CHURCHILL Between
WINES
& SPIRITS
Goldberg’s and Peconic Beverage

Look for our new sign on Montauk Highway
DAVID J. CHURCHILL

Open 7 Days

631.537.0287

Plenty of Convenient Parking

100B Pantigo Place, East Hampton

www.churchillwines.com
Across from Starbucks,
next to Almond and L&W Market
Plenty of Convenient Parking

2489 Main Street, Bridgehampton

OFFERING OUR FULL MENU

OPEN FOR INDOOR DINING AND TAKE OUT

Daily 4-8:30PM
COMING SOON:

New Take-Out Location in East Hampton
40 Montauk Highway, Amagansett

631-267-7600 • www.zakurasushi.com

montaukdistillingco.com

Pick up triple-charcoal-filtered MODICO VODKA at
The Montauk Tasting Space in Montauk, Montauk Distilling Co.
in Riverhead—or ask your distributor.

EVERY GREAT MEMORY BEGINS AT THE ENDTM
www.MontaukLife.com
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SUMMER DRINKS
LAVA FLOW

outdoor bar overlooking the grand lawn or the 200
seat main restaurant. Either place barkeeps Elam or
Andrews will keep the fun going all day, all night.
INGREDIENTS
2 Oz. – Grey Goose Vodka
1 ½ Oz. – Chambord Liquor
3 Oz. – Fresh Lemonade
3 Honeydew Melon Balls
1 Toothpick
Fill a shaker with ice and add the vodka, liquor and
lemonade. Shake well. Pour into a tall glass with ice,
Take the 3 melon balls, impale them on the toothpick
and add as garnish.

TEQUILA BLACKBERRY MARGARITA

Montauk’s favorite sports bar is always a great
spot to grab a drink. Choose from a dozen beers on
tap, a well-known well drink or something special.
Like this newly added, seasonal sensation. Guaranteed to warm your heart and lubricate your conversation make sure to share it amongst friends. You’ll
find it on Main Street at THE POINT 631-668-1500.

I

t is the most wonderful time of the year! Sizzling
summer days that dazzle, cool nights that entice,
the East End is your oyster! All you need is a great
drink to wash it down!! Here are five excellent pours
that you can have at the appointed bars or choose to
mix-up at home. They will not disappoint, either way.

LAVA FLOW

When the sun is high overhead and you need to
cool off there’s nothing like a frozen, Pina Colada.
That mix of fruits, rum and ice is guaranteed to take
the edge off even the most humid, hot August day.
But the folks at this Montauk bar goes even further
down that path. By adding a layer of fresh strawberries they put a lunch in this punch you’ll enjoy
all dayand night. Find it at the MONTAUKET 631668-5992 one of the true, authentic, set-em-up and
knock-em-down drinking spots on the East End.

INGREDIENTS
3 Oz. - Astral Blanco Tequila
2 Oz. - Fresh Lime Juice
5/6 Fresh Blackberries
3 Mint Leaves
2 - Slices of Lemon
Pour the tequila and lime juice into a tall shaker.
Add the blackberries, lemon slice and mint and
middle (grind/pound) well. Pour into a tall glass filled
with ice. Garnish with a slice of lemon.

TEQUILA SUNRISE

A classic drink whether you enjoy it with the Eagles playing in the background or not! A layered
drink, one that is not shaken or stirred, the ingredients added as building blocks one by one until you
have a rainbow of colors and colors that sooth and

INGREDIENTS
3 Oz. - Mt. Gay Rum
2 Oz. - Cream of Coconut
1 Oz. - Coconut Water
1 Oz. - Fresh Lime Juice
1 Oz. - Fresh Pineapple Juice
2 Oz. – Fresh Strawberries Pulped
Ice

INGREDIENTS
2 Oz. - Tito’s Tequila
2 Oz. – Fresh Orange Juice
1 Oz. – Pineapple Juice
1 Oz. – Grenadine
Slice of Orange
1 Maraschino Cherry
Take a tall, chilled cocktail glass and fill with ice.
Pour in the grenadine. Then slowly pour the tequila,
the orange juice and the pineapple. Try not to mix
them let them settle gently. Garnish with a twist of
fresh orange and cherry.

Sag Harbor is a perfect place to while away a summer’s day. And no place more charming than the
breezy, chic, casual but sophisticated LULU’S KITCHEN AND BAR 631-725-0900. Set on Main Street
with an open-air front and patio back the setting is as
inviting as the creative drinks and innovative, woodfired fare. This mellow sip comes from Joshua, the
master drink manager and all-around muse. Simple
to make, impossible to forget, share it with a friend.
INGREDIENTS
3 Oz. – Prosecco
1 Oz. – Limoncello
1 Oz. - Sagaponack Vodka
½ Oz. - Basil-infused, Simple Syrup
Slice of Fresh Lemon

HONEY DEUCE
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relax like few others. If you want to have one out
drop by the SOUTHAMPTON PUBLICK HOUSE
631-283-2800 on Job’s Lane and ask crack barman
Jamie to build you one. Or two.

SORRENTO SPRITZ

Take a blender and add the strawberries, grind
to a fine pulp and set aside. Add the rest of the ingredients and blend well. Pour into a tall, iced glass.
Drizzle the strawberry mix into the glass and serve.

Given where this is served it’s no surprise this is
the official drink of the 2022 US Tennis Open. You
see, the CLUB HOUSE 631-537-BOWL is part of the
East Hampton Indoor Tennis complex just across the
street from the East Hampton Airport. With 10 indoor
and 18 outdoor courts it is the largest tennis facility
in the area. And its restaurant one of the very busiest.
Enjoy this sweet, easy to take summer drink at their

TEQUILA
SUNRISE

HONEY DEUCE

Start by preparing the simple syrup. Take a 50/50%
mix of sugar and water, add fresh basil and let sit for
2 days. Then fill a tall shaker with ice. Add the ingredients and shake well. Pour into a tall cocktail glass
and garnish with the slice of lemon.
www.MontaukLife.com

“Freshest Seafood – Friendliest People”
Featuring a seafood and bar menu
inﬂuenced by coastal cuisine, alongside
a rotating list of East Coast Oysters
and refreshing specialty cocktails
Enjoy dining in our indoor and outdoor settings
Open Daily 11am - 8pm
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
2167 Montauk Highway - Amagansett
631-668-8355 - MortysOysterStand.com

www.MontaukLife.com

THE HAMPTON’S PREMIER

CASINO -STYLE
SPORTS BOOK BAR
FUELING THE PASSION
OF THE SPORTS
BETTING APP ENTHUSIAST
801-1 County Road 39 - Southampton
631-259-3822
Open Seven Days a Week

WWW.BIRDIESALEHOUSE.COM
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MONTAUK MUSIC

A

nd yes, I know Julie Andrews lives in Sag Harbor, bless her divine soul. But don’t expect her
to yodel your favorite tune from that iconic film.
What you can expect is any number of concerts to enjoy this season. Some are paid, some free, some indoor
some outdoors, a mix of styles and genres that will no
doubt offer something for everyone! Let’s start with the
freebies.

MUSIC BY THE SEA

When you want to hear music in the open air and not
pay a penny there are three places you can turn to this
season. Two are in Montauk. Continuing a tradition of
sponsoring concerts on the Village Green the MONTAUK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE continues its 2022
season on August 8 with the solid rock of the Dogwatchers. On August 15 the Joe Delia Band takes the stage
while on August 22 sing along with Ray Red. We finish
the season on August 29 with the full-throated blues and
soul of Sarah and the Playful Souls. All shows are free
and start at 6PM.
Down in the harbor GOSMAN’S makes great use of
their outdoor stage with a weekly series of free concerts.
On August 14 from 6-8PM watch the hardest working
woman in local music rock the docks when the legendary
Nancy Atlas takes the stage. On August 21 it is a bowl
full of soul when the Zanti Misfits play. On September 4
the final concert features the crowd pleasing sounds of
the Black-Tie Brass Band. Check back for other acts on
August 7 and 28, they are booking fast!
Further west the VILLAGE OF EAST HAMPTON has
decided to make great use of the Main Beach pavilion
by sponsoring a summer music series. Overlooking the
ocean drop by Tuesdays at 6PM for these free event.
On August 2 catch the Four Track and the hardest rocking lady in the East End, Nancy Atlas. On August 9 it’s a
night of classic rock with the Holiday Ramblers and Hello
Brooklyn. Take a trip to New Orlans on August 16 when
the Hoo Doo Loungers and Bayside Tigers perform.
Reggae the evening away on August 23 with Reeb and
Inner Roots. Round out the month on August 30 with the
gritty sounds of Dirty Organic and the Rum Punch Mafia.
If you’re sticking around past Labor Day on September 6
the last act of the season plays, Rubix Kube.

Enjoy an evening’s music and dancing at East Hampton’s Main Beach every Tuesday this month.
motto, “turn your limitations into opportunities.” Tickets
for these one-night show only are $70-90 to get yours go
to baystreet.org.

THE DEAD, REGGAE AND MORE

Over in East Hampton the CLUBHOUSE 631-5372695 is becoming a focal point for great live music. The
centerpiece of the East Hampton Indoor Tennis complex
this 200-seat restaurant and bar doubles as a state-ofthe-art concert hall. Newly equipped with one of the
largest stages in the East End and premium Martin Audio and lighting systems they have laid the foundation
for something very, very special. If you love music, you’re
going to love this place.
That starts with a rotation of the best local acts every
Wednesdays through Sundays. Performing in the main
room or on the great lawn you can enjoy names familiar like Gene Casey and the Lone Sharks, Nancy Atlas,
the Hoodoo Loungers, Lynn Blue, Winston Iris, Ray Red,
Josh B. Russell and more East End favorites.
This month they also offer themed concerts that will
blow your mind and bring you back to an earlier time.

That continues this month on August 13 when Dave Diamond and Friends recreate a concert they first played in
2017. That night they played the Talking Heads iconic
“Stop Making Sense” album to a packed house. They
killed it! Since then, they have brought that energy, enthusiasm, showmanship and chops to a select few venues in the Tri-State area. Here’s your chance to hear them
live for one night only.
On August 14 a whole other side of classic music is
on stage when the Dark Star Orchestra brings one of the
most faithful Dead shows to town. With seven talented
musicians more than equal to the task they run through
the 30-year catalogue of classic Dead hits to mine the
richest veins. Break out you best ty-dye, let your hair
hang low and get ready to spend a long, long night for
what will be a strange trip one more time.
Bottom line? If you’re looking to own the night, pound
the dancefloor, reassemble the old gang or find a new
posse you’ll be hard pressed to find a venue better
suited this summer than the Clubhouse. Check out their
schedule at clubhousehamptons.com or call 631-5372695. ■

DARLING DIVA

After two years closed to Covid Sag Harbor’s BAY
STRET THEATER 631-725-9500 is back and packed
with great entertainment. That includes the return of
their highly praised “Music Mondays” that feature iconic
singers from a wide range of genres. The season continues August 8 when Tony-Award winning Lillias White
pulls back the show curtain to tell humorous, poignant
and inspiring stories from both her personal and show
business life that she has never shared before, onstage
or off. The concert will interweave songs that are career
milestones for Lillias and songs from the soundtrack of
her life. Audiences can expect to hear the music of Frank
Loesser, Stephen Sondheim, Ann Hampton Callaway,
Jerry Herman, Cy Coleman and more.
On August 15 you are in for a rare treat. Ali Stroker
won the Tony Award for Best Featured Actress in a Musical for her role as Ado Annie in a revival of Oklahoma! Before that, she made history as the first actor in a
wheelchair to appear on Broadway. She’ll perform crowd
favorites as well as some unexpected songs while telling stories from her life and talking about her personal
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Celebrating 73 Years 1949 - 2022
Of The Finest Food On Long Island

Goldberg’s
Famous

Dan’s
Best Of

Winner for BBQ
5 Years in a
Row!

Deli - Bagels - Flagels
Delicious Breakfast Sandwiches
Deli Sandwiches, Salads
Mouth Watering Corn Beef
Pastrami & Daily Specials

THE EAST END’S VERY BEST!

Woodsmoked BBQ • Ribs • Chicken • Brisket
Pulled Pork • Seafood • Sandwiches • Salads
$11.75 & $18.75
WEEKLY LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS

Open 6AM to 4PM Daily
www.goldbergsfamous.com
Five Locations To Serve You
From Sag Harbor to Montauk!
SAG HARBOR
111 Main Street

631-725-2270

EAST HAMPTON
100 Pantigo Road

NAPEAGUE

SUMMER CATERING AND PICNIC PLATTERS

Roasted, Smoked or Deep-Fried Turkeys with all the
Fixings Assorted Platters, Cakes and Cookie Platters

2101 Montauk Hwy

631-329-8300
631-267-5552
MONTAUK
MONTAUK

28 S Etna Avenue

631-238-5976

99 Flamingo Drive

631-483-5116

199 Pantigo Road - East Hampton
631-604-6470

www.smokinwolfbbq.com

|

smokinwolfbbq@gmail.com

65 Tuthill Road, Montauk, NY
duryeas.com

www.MontaukLife.com
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T

he East End has been a dining destination since
its beginnings as a vacation spot. And with almost 200 eateries from Hampton Bays to Montauk alone you can find almost anything your appetite
demands. Here is a great selection of the best of the
very best.

668 GIG SHACK

One of Montauk’s most popular sidewalk cafes
boasts a casual, hip atmosphere the young, smart set
craves. The menu features a creative, tropically themed
surf cuisine that’s heavy on fresh local fish and seafood.
The bar offers a slew of custom cocktails, craft beers,
fine wines and barkeeps who know how to keep the
crowd happy. Starting soon that includes their line-up
of great live music afternoons and evenings. Serving
lunch and dinner daily stop by and see why the crowd
who knows, knows to linger here.
782 Main Street - Montauk - 631-668-2727

A LA MODE

As the name more than implies, this new East
Hampton stop brings the one staple that makes summer a special time here on the East End. Ice cream!
Let’s face it, it just ain’t summer without a double scoop
of Rocky Road or a triple-thick chocolate shake!! And
the folks who run this famed NYC parlor plan to make
sure everyone gets their fare share. They specialize in
artisanal ice cream and sorbets in a rainbow of flavors.
Have an issue with ice cream? No problem! They also
have a line of dairy-free, nut-free, egg-free, sesamefree and all-natural mixes.
35 Newtown Lane - East Hampton

AMERICAN HOTEL

One of the area’s great restaurants, this is a must
stop on any gourmet’s tour of the East End. The menu
is sublimely sophisticated, the atmosphere posh, the
service white gloved and the clientele upper crust.
Oenophiliacs find the 10,000-bottle wine cellar alone
worth the trip. Serving lunch, dinner and brunch on
weekends, year-round.
49 Main Street - Sag Harbor - 631-725-3535

ASTRO’S PIZZA

NEW! For 50 years this was a homey, cozy,
friendly room where locals and visitors enjoyed authentic Italian fare year-round. This year that torch
has been passed to well-known New York City chef
and owner PJ Calapa. Following in the success of
his NYC’s Scampi, and The Spaniard, he has reopened and rebranded this spot in his signature
style. That means a menu that features traditional
Italian dishes and pizza classics, complete with a
full bar and family style meals to go. Appetizers will
range from $17-25, entrées will cost $17-31, and
desserts will be $6-11. Enjoy your meal inside or on
the open-air patio.
237 Main Street - Amagansett - 631-267-8300

ATLANTIK-OS

Set at the edge of the ocean at the Royal Atlantic
resort this new spot has an ambitious goal of making what has been a good spot for a meal, a dining
destination. It starts with a breakfast spread in the
indoor dining room that has always been popular.
Outside on the sunny, airy oceanside deck you can
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enjoy an expanded menu that brings fresh seafood
and fish, classic American and selected Greek entrees prepared from the freshest available, local
ingredients. Linger and watch the light fade with a
cold drink, good company and in season light music.
126 Emerson Avenue - Montauk - 631-668-1511

BARON’S COVE

On a crisp spring night there’s no better home away
from the chill than this Sag Harbor staple. Set overlooking the historic harbor this nautically themed resort is
popular year-round but especially at this festive time of
year. Excellent cuisine and professional service make
for a memorable dinner daily. Be sure to top off your
meal with a custom cocktail and linger in front of the
always roaring fireplace.
31 West Water Street - Sag Harbor
631-725-2100

THE BEACH HUT

NEW! Located at East Hampton’s Main Beach this
new concession makes no concessions to any other
restaurant when it comes to food, service or especially view! Overlooking that beautiful stretch of beach
and water they offer a full menu including fresh local
fish, lobster rolls, healthy fare and even breakfast. And
here’s the best part. Although you do need a Village
of East Hampton sticker to park at Main Beach, that’s
only from 10AM to 5PM. But the Hut is open from
8AM to 8PM so everyone can drop by for an early
breakfast or have dinner as the last summer rays fade
into night. A million-dollar view to go with an affordably priced meal makes for a priceless addition to local dining.
104 Ocean Avenue - East Hampton

MONTAUK
SUNSET

A

sight almost as famous as the MTK
Lighthouse itself, the sun slowly dipping
into Fort Pond Bay is one of Mother Nature’s most beautiful summer shows. Celebrate
one any time of the day with this signature drink
from Angel at Montauk’s MUSE AT THE END
631-238-5937. A deceptively simple drink to
make the key is creating the liquor that gives it
a special, sweet, twist.
INGREDIENTS
2 Oz. Montaukilla Tequila
1 Oz. – Blood Orange Liquor
1 Oz. – Fresh Lime Juice
Pinch of Clove, Turmeric and Ginger
1 Slice Blood Orange
To prepare the liquor, slice a blood orange
into small pieces and place in a bell jar with
equal parts tequila and the spices. Let marinate for 2-3 days. When ready, fill a shaker with
ice and add the liquor, tequila and lime juice.
Mix well and pour over one large ice cube in a
chilled rocks glass. Garnish with a slice of blood
orange.

BIRDIES ALE HOUSE

NEW! Just opened this is a new twist on having fun
and enjoying a great meal. Located three miles west of
Southampton Village on County Rod 39, next to Goldbergs Bagel, this is the first, casino-style sports book
bar in the area! Combining sports gambling, pub style
food and a lively bar it looks to offer patrons an exciting new way to enjoy their day or evening. Order a
drink and drink in the 20 big screen TV’s the dominate
the space. See a game you like, feel like making a bet,
do it! See it pay off or not while you enjoy your meal.
Whether its football, baseball, horse racing, boxing,
extreme sports there’s a wager to be made all day, all
night!
801-1 County Road 39 - Southampton
631-259-3822

BIRD ON THE ROOF

For three generations this was one of Montauk’s
favorite breakfast and lunch spots. Of course, all
good things come to an end and after 40 years operation the original family decided to sell. But, in a
happy twist, the new folks have picked up the torch
and continued the Bird’s success. Experience a menu
that brings back old favorites but adds healthy, innovative new choices. Have yours in their cozy main
room or on the airy terrace. This summer they also
plan to add live music and extend their hours into
the early evening.
47 E. Elmwood Ave - Montauk - 631-668-5833

THE CLUBHOUSE

Now in its fourth successful year this is the bowling/
bar/restaurant combo that has made living year-round
survivable. Many a cold wet night was livened for all by
a few rounds of ten-pen followed by a cold drink and
a hot meal in the company of friends and neighbors.
A sports bar as good as any you can catch almost any
game on their big screen TV’s while ordering from an
all-American menu heavy in burgers, ribs, hearty sandwiches, daily specials and more.
174 Daniels Hole Road - East Hampton
631-537-BOWL
www.MontaukLife.com
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Come on down and help us celebrate the 2022 season!

Inlet Seafood

Restaurant & Sushi Bar

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
FOR LUNCH AND DINNER

Indoor and Outdoor Dining Available
SERVING LUNCH 12-4
& DINNER FROM 4:30
NIGHTLY DINNER & SUSHI SPECIALS
Serving the freshest fish, lobster, oysters, clams & scallops.
Steak, pasta, Chicken and Salad Dishes also on the menu .
OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH & DINNER

541 East Lake Drive, Montauk

LIVE MUSIC IS BACK!!!
HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE AN ALL-NEW COCKTAIL MENU
MADE WITH ONLY FRESH SQUEEZED JUICES!

631-668-2727

782 Main Street, Montauk

www.MontaukLife.com

@668thegigshack

www.668thegigshack.com

(631) 668-4272
www.inletseafood.com
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COMMON GROUND

Once upon a time there was a family style restaurant called Rick’s Crabby Cowboy Café. Since 2002
it served the best fresh seafood, lobsters, trademark
BBQ and chicken to Montauk locals and visitors. One
of the most popular places to have lunch or dinner
overlooking the Lake this year it is gone! Well, at least
the name. Rick has moved on, the Common Ground
flag flies overhead, but the people and menu you
loved lives on. Still serving a great meal, still welcoming old and new customers, still here to make your
Montauk day extra special.
435 East Lake Drive - Montauk
631-668-3200

DURYEA’S MONTAUK

Located on the beautiful shores of Ft. Pond Bay this
is one of the most popular, waterfront restaurants on
the East End. Offering a charming, rustic, nautical feel
and a large waterfront deck people flock here to drink in
magnificent sunsets and beautiful scenery. Add a broad
menu that includes fresh fish and seafood in imaginative recipes to go with always perfect lobster served in
a variety of ways. Open for lunch, dinner and take-out
a happy marriage of the best of old and new Montauk.
65 Tuthill Road - Montauk
631-668-2410

EL TACO OLE’

Love authentic Mexican food? Head to the eastern end of Main Street! That colorful sign announces
authentic regional Mexican fare served by folks who
know that cuisine first-hand and are proud to bring it
to Montauk. Of course, you’ll still have tacos and buildyou-own burritos and quesadillas but spice it up with
choice ingredients like guajillo sauce (Chile sauce with
grilled pineapple), sweet salsa macha and lime, exotic
spicy green tomatillo sauce and Frizo mushrooms. Need
something healthy? They have a full slate of vegan and
vegetarian offers, too. Have yours to stay in their sunny
outside patio, upstairs in the loft or grab it to go. Have
a cold cerveza to wash it down. An affordable lunch or
dinner that’s now one of the best meals in Montauk.
805 Main Street - Montauk
631-668-8257

ESPRESSO

For more than 20 years this was Sag Harbor’s favorite take-out eatery. Serving a year-round election
of fresh pizza, oversized sandwiches, enticing Italian
entrees, home-made soups and healthy salads, every
day was like the Fourth of July. Then it was sold. Then
it moved. And guess what? It’s even better than ever!!
Now located at the top of Main Street opposite the
flagpole they’ve kept all the menu items you loved and
added a signature line of authentic Focaccia sandwiches, too! Serving lunch and dinner till late the only real
question is which of the dozens of delicious offerings
will you take home?
3 Main Street - Sag Harbor
631-725-5668

FAIRWAY RESTAURANT

For two decades locals and visitors have known
where to go for the best breakfast and lunch in town.
Located on the Poxobogue golf course this little gem
turns out the best eggs, pancakes, waffles and specials
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beginning at 6AM daily. Serving breakfast all day and
lunch till late afternoon take a seat in cozy dining room
or a seat overlooking the greens.
3356 Montauk Highway - East Hampton
631-521-7100

GIN BEACH CAFÉ

Tucked away at the newly renamed Montauk Anglers Club (formerly Gone Fishing Marina) this is a
casual, cozy, quiet get away that invites you to dropin for great food with a beautiful view of the Lake
and boats. Serving breakfast, lunch, dinner and a
bountiful take-out menu it features the freshest seafood, fish and lobster, add a healthy dose of tacos,
burgers, sandwiches and salads, and serve them in
quantity, quality and variety. Located within arm’s
reach of some of the best charter boats in Montauk
they’ve added a few fisherman twists everyone can
enjoy. “You hook em, we cook” - bring your daily
catch in and they’ll serve it up! Looking to make
an early run to the Canyon and need food? Drop
off your cooler and they’ll stock it for your morning
ride. Acknowledging the trend towards a healthier
eating they also have vegan, vegetarian and gluten free choices. Here’s a healthy meal, a delicious,
overflowing Poke bowl! When dinner is done stay
for an early evening drink and enjoy one of the most
spectacular sunsets in the East End.
467 East Lake Drive - Montauk
631-483-5111

GOLDBERG’S

Anyone who knows East End comfort food knows
Goldberg’s. With locations in East Hampton, Southampton, Bridgehampton and Westhampton Beach
they’ve spread the gospel of great comfort food
from one end of the Hampton’s to the other. In Montauk they even offer three convenient locations, one
in the village just south of Main Street, another between the village and Amagansett and just opened
their new outpost at the head of the harbor. Enjoy
the same freshly made bagels, home-made soups
and full deli here, too! Open from 6AM till 3PM daily
come by for breakfast or lunch and see why the lines
start to form as soon as the sun comes up!
28 S. Etna Street - Montauk
631-238-5976

SEX WITH
THE CAPTAIN

N

ot sure where that name comes from,
but I’ll tell you this much. This is one
great drink! The mixture of tart tequila
with home-made pineapple simple syrup and
crushed jalapeno is downright delicious. You’ll
find this cheeky cocktail served up at the Sag
Harbor branch of the MONTAUK LOBSTER
HOUSE 631-808-3639. Located on Main
Street in that historic, maritime village enjoy
one or two with lunch, dinner or their always
packed, weekend brunch.
INGREDIENTS
2 Oz. Dos Hombres Mezcal
1 Oz.. Pineapple Infused Simple Syrup
½ Oz. Fresh Lime Juice
1 Slice Jalapeno
1 Slice Fresh Orange
Slice Fresh Lime
Begin by making the simple syrup. Take
50/50% portions of sugar and water, let them
dissolve in a bell jar. Add a half-dozen slices of
fresh pineapple. Seal and let sit for 2/3 days.
Then take a tall shaker and muddle (crush) the
slice of jalapeno. Add ice and the mezcal, lime
juice and simple syrup. Shake vigorously. Pour
(not strain) into a rocks glass, garnish with the
slices of orange and lime.

GOSMAN’S DOCK

More than a restaurant a landmark that literally
put Montauk on the gastronomic map! Set beside
the harbor inlet, the passing boats your personal
maritime parade choose from the casual outdoor
clam bar or formal restaurant. The first is a sunny
stop for a basket of fried local seafood, freshly made
lobster roll or hot dog and a cup of premium ice
cream. The second is a full-service restaurant where
an innovative menu of local seafood, fish and lobster rivals any room in town. Like sushi? There is
simply no better place to have a custom roll or a
full platter of your choice. Combining panoramic
views with superb food and professional service today’s Gosman’s more than earns its place amongst
the very best restaurants in the East End. Open for
lunch and dinner daily.
West Lake Drive - Montauk
631-668-5330
www.MontaukLife.com

VEGETARIAN & VEGAN OPTIONS
Big Bakery Section
- Gluten-Free Bread
- Bagels, Flagels & Bialys
- Pies Made to Order
- Croissants, Mufﬁns & More

Healthy Choices
- Fresh Cut Fruit Bowls
- Homemade Granola
& Yogurt Bowls
- Fresh Fruit Smoothies

Low-Carb, Gluten-Free
and Organic Items
BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER
OPEN AT 5AM

805 Montauk Highway, Montauk | 631-668-2071

ATLANTIK-OS
Restaurant & Bar
Breakfast

|

Lunch

|

Dinner

126 EMERSON AVENUE

www.MontaukLife.com

|

|

Drinks Overlooking The Ocean

MONTAUK

|

631-668-1511
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HIDEAWAY

When you crave an authentic Mexican treat
drop by this new Montauk waterfront spot for a
steaming bowl of “Pozole”. A simple but delicious
stew it takes generous portions of stewed pork,
hominy, cabbage, chili, radish, avocado and lime
and slow cooks them until they are as aromatic as
they are tender. Specializing in traditional Mexican
food with an emphasis on fresh local seafood enjoy it in their casual main room or on the breezy
deck overlooking the boats and harbor. Open for
lunch and dinner daily they also host a lively bar
open till late.
364 West Lake Drive - Montauk - 631-668-8700

HOOKED

If you love the food at the Napeague Clam Bar
in Amagansett, you’ll love this cozy spot. Located
just block from the beach in the center of Montauk
this spot is owned and operated by the same master
chef who ran the Clam Bar. Here he brings a decade
plus experience creating great seafood centered
meals that appeal to every taste and price point.
That begins with lobsters, lobster rolls, seafood entrees and to-go options. Add a black board full of
seasonal plates, familiar specials and imaginative
dishes and you’ll see why they have cultivated a
loyal following!
34 S. Etna Avenue - Montauk - 631-668-2111

INLET SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

Located at the head of the harbor on East Lake Drive
overlooking the water this beautiful room has been a
popular spot for lunch and dinner since it opened
in 2006. Owned and operated by the six commercial
fishermen who run the commercial dock located here
it rightly built a solid following for the freshest possible
fish and seafood in town. From the familiar bass, fluke
and lobster to more exotic tile fish, porgy and John
Dory, there’s something for everyone who loves fresh local fish. Throw in some of the best sushi on the East End
plus a good selection of steaks and meats and you’ve
got choice choices galore. Enjoy your meal with one of
the best water views anywhere with floor to ceiling views
of the bay, inlet and harbor. And be sure to linger for a
drink in the bar room with a great view of the Inlet and
the passing boats. Open daily for lunch and dinner.
541 East Lake Drive - Montauk - 631-668-4272

JOHN PAPAS CAFÉ

Finding quality, affordable food in the Hamptons
is a real challenge. Of course, there’s pizza and Chinese take-out in most towns, much of it quite good.
But a sit-down restaurant where you can order a
meal without gaging on the prices, well, that’s much
rarer. That’s one reason this East Hampton Village
eatery is still going strong after 25 years. Serving
breakfast, lunch and dinner seven days it’s commonsense American menu with a few authentic Greek

specialties has stood the test of time.
18 Park Place - East Hampton - 631-324-5400

LA CAPANNINIA

The best pizza in the area is located on Montauk
Highway between East Hampton and Bridgehampton. Open daily from 11AM-11PM with a full array
of traditional Italian entrees, wine and beer, food to
stay or go. Need to cater a holiday party or just feed
the family? Just call ahead and they’ll have a mountain of great food ready to go, go, go!!
2950 Montauk Highway - East Hampton
631-537-2626

THE LOBSTER ROLL

Better known as “Lunch” this all-time East End favorite made a major move over the winter. You now
have two to choose! The original opening for its 58th
season this May and a bigger, as good second version
in Southampton. Located just outside at the village in
the old Princess Diner just look for the biggest crowds.
Both offer a seafood menu briming with everything
from clams to fresh local fish, signature lobster rolls
and salads, home-made desserts and creative cocktails. Serving lunch and dinner daily.
1980 Montauk Highway - Amagansett
631-267-3740
32 Montauk Highway - Southampton
631-283-3460

MONTAUKET

HOTEL • RESTAURANT • BAR

LIVE MUSIC

MONDAYS, THURDAYS THRU SATURDAYS
ENDINNER
LUNCH
e
OP &th
r
n!MONDAYS
THURSDAY
fo so–
a
e
S
DINNER – WEDNESDAY 4PM

OPEN FOR DRINKS
DAILY FROM 3PM

88 FIRESTONE ROAD • MONTAUK, NY • (631) 668-5992
Serving Dinner Daily - 5:30pm
Lunch Weekdays at 11:30am, Saturday & Sunday at Noon

SAVE THE DATE
SATURDAY JUNE 16TH 3-5PM

Navy SEAL Foundation Fund-raiser
JOIN US FOR THE 2018 FIFA WORLD CUP
June 14 - July 15 Matches Begin at 11am
ENJOY DRINK SPECIALS

SERVING LUNCH – DINNER – DRINKS
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T

SMOKEY
PINA

his delicious reboot of the summer sensation, Pina Colalda, uses mezcal and the
exotic, Ancho Reyes Verde Chile liquor, to
give this custom pour a spicy, citrusy kick you’ll
love! Created at one of Montauk’s most popular
seaside spots, NAVY BEACH 631-668-6868
enjoys yours at one of their bayside lounges
as the sun settles into the horizon and sky-blue
turns to cobalt.

LT BURGER

When the name says burger, expect one of two
things. A big, juicy, masterpiece of a meal or a fast
something that’s better forgotten just as quickly. Count
on the first here, a burger Mecca that’s shown a dozen
or more ways to create the ultimate hand sandwich.
Serving lunch and dinner daily the only thing better
than a burger is their selection of down-home, homemade ice cream and deserts. Need a great meal west
of the Shnnecock Canal? Visit their brand-new spot in
Westhampton!
44 Main Street - Sag Harbor - 631-899-4646

LULU’S KITCHEN AND BAR

Since its opening six years ago this sophisticated Sag
Harbor eatery has been a welcome retreat from average
dining. Brought to you by the same folks who have made
Montauk’s Duryea’s such a smash they managed transplant
much of the restaurant DNA here. Located on Main Street
this beautifully constructed room is a warm, cozy, romantic
spot to lounge while dining on cuisine inspired and provided
by their wood-burning grill. With seats scattered throughout
the spacious main room or sidewalk enjoy one of the most
delicious lunch, dinner daily or weekend brunch.
58 Main Street - Sag Harbor - 631-725-0900

INGREDIENTS
2 Oz. - Dos Hombres Mezcal
1 Oz. - Agave
½ Oz. - Ancho Reyes Verde
1 Oz. - Fresh Lime
Pineapple Slice
Take a shaker filled with ice and add the ingredients, shake well and pour into a tall cocktail glass. Garnish with the pineapple slice and
enjoy.

www.MontaukLife.com
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Perched high above Gardiner’s Bay is a landmark almost as well known as the Lighthouse itself.
For over 60 years people have flocked here for
good honest local food a lively bar and the most
spectacular sunsets in town. Open for drink daily
the kitchen is open for business daily for lunch and
dinner, too. Like live music? They have a regular
schedule almost every day of the week. A perfect home-away-from-home for visitors and locals
alike.
88 Firestone Road - Montauk
631-668-5992

MONTAUK LOBSTER HOUSE

The always packed original location sprouted
wings last summer and landed in its successful
second spot on Main Street, Sag Harbor. Serving the freshest local seafood, fish and of course
biggest local lobsters enjoy your lunch or dinner insides or on their open-air deck. Watch the
parade pass by while you have a meal to remember.
716 Montauk Highway - Montauk
631-238-5703
29 Main Street - Sag Harbor
631-808-3639

From the Harbor
to Your Table
ESTAB L I S H E D 2020

on the harbor

NEW LOCATION IN SAG HARBOR
with a fine dining experience!

MONTAUK CIRCLE

What was the Montauk Circle Burger is now simply
the Montauk Circle. The difference is much more than
a single word. Where once burgers were the staple de
jour, they are now a part of menu that is much more
comprehensive, much more inclusive, much more enjoyable! In addition to crafting almost any burger you
can imagine choose from a variety of fresh fish and local seafood dishes, a selection of great salads, appetizers that are sometimes simple often complex. Thirsty?
They have added creative cocktails that rival any in this
perpetually happy village.
99 The Plaza - Montauk - 631-238-5510

THE SONIC
WAVE

T

his colorful mix has been designed by
star barkeep Kieran Burke in honor of one
of his childhood idols, Sonic the Hedgehog. Like that animated cartoon this is a lively
pour that will help overcome any problems that
come your way. It’s particularly good at sweeping away the summer blues on even the hottest, tropically humid day. Order yours at the
MONTAUK CIRCLE 631-238-5510 one of that
villages most popular lunch, dinner and late
evenings spots.
INGREDIENTS
1 ½ Oz. – Casamigos Blanco Tequila
1 Oz. – Blue Curacao
½ Oz. – Agave
¾ Oz. Pineapple Juice
Slice of Fresh Pineapple
Take a shaker filled with ice and add the ingredients. Shaken until frothy and pour into a
short rocks glass. Garnish with the pineapple
slice.

Call to order or make Reservations
631.808.3639

29 MAIN STREET | SAG HARBOR, NY 11963
@MTKLOBSTERHOUSE | MTKLOBSTERHOUSE.COM
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MORTY’S OYSTER STAND

Where once Cyril’s stood a brand-new restaurants
stands. Where once crowds gathered for drinks, today they come for that and much more. Serving creative coastal cuisine featuring the freshest seafood,
a rotating list of premium East Coast oysters and a
list of refreshing specialty cocktails this Napeague
Stretch location is today home to anyone who loves
great food, good company and a cold drink to cool
this sizzling summer.
2167 Montauk Highway - Amagansett
631-668-8355

MUSE @ THE END

ROOTED

This cozy spot is an off-shoot of the nearby TT’S
that made regular rounds of tequila and tacos a
must-stop on the local dining scene. Here one of
the partners is joined by a couple of creative coowners who look to make this small space do double
duty. Mornings into early afternoon it will be a café
serving no doubt well-curated, healthy fare. As
dusk approaches it will transform into a cozy, wine
bar. Nothing like a glass of merlot or chardonnay
drunk in sufficient quantity in the company of good
friends to take the edge off even the most hectic day.
1 West Lake Drive - Montauk

Now in its 10th year this is one of Montauk’s best
loved spots. Its recipe for success starts with a great
staff, from their inviting hostesses to kind and knowledgeable floor staff and bar keeps, seasoned manager who helps make every dining experience and
a kitchen staff that creates some of the area’s best
dishes for lunch or dinner. Add an eclectic menu
of delicious, New American-style items mixed with
classic comfort food. Top it off with a casual, relaxed
atmosphere and a lively bar. Together it’s a unique
offering that has made this spot popular, year-round.
Enjoy your meal in their spacious indoor prom or
newly expanded patio.
41 S. Euclid Ave - Montauk - 631-238-5937

RUSCHMEYERS

Set overlooking placid Ft. Pond in Montauk this
secluded spot welcomes Little Ruby’s Montauk for
the summer! NYC’s staple, Australian restaurant,
Ruby’s Cafe, has partnered with the iconic property.
The menu includes some of Ruby’s Cafe fan favorites,
in addition to seasonal Montauk specials focusing on
local produce from select farmers and fisherman, and
a unique pizza program. Large format punch bowls,
shareable entrees and refreshing cocktails solidify
the summer vibes at the newly designed property.
Later the lush grounds fill with a young, hip crowd
that loves music, drinks and being in the company of

Gosman’s
Topside & Inlet

NAVY BEACH

OFFERING INDOOR & OUTDOOR DINING

The brainchild of partners Frank & Kristina
Davis, Franklin Ferguson, Leyla Marchetto and
Martin Cabrera, Navy Beach splashed on the
Montauk restaurant scene in 2010. “One of the
most buzzed about new restaurants and bars in
Montauk,” Navy Beach was dubbed a “perfect
destination for summer dining” by The New York
Times. This laid-back, family-friendly waterfront
restaurant offers a memorable dining experience
for the whole family in a beach setting with coastal
food and the best sunsets in the Hampton’s. The
kitchen delivers a high-quality fish centric menu
with an emphasis on sustainable seafood and local seasonal produce. Navy Beach is all about location, positioned on a 200-foot private beach in
Montauk, Newsday named it on of the top five
water-view lunch, dinner and brunch spots on the
East End.
16 Navy Road - Montauk - 631-668-6868

FREE LIVE CONCERTS
EVERY SUNDAY 6-8PM
August 7 - TBA
August 14 – Nancy Atlas
August 21 – Zanti Misfits
August 28 - TBA
September 4 – Black Tie Brass

ROBERTA’S

If you know the Brooklyn restaurant scene you
know this name. A local legend for great pizza
and Italian, it has prospered and grown into a
national lifestyle. With locations in Los Angeles,
Singapore, Nashville, Bushwick, Williamsburg, it
adds this new Montauk location just steps from
the LIRR stop. This is a classic pizzeria with at
least a half-dozen pizzas, including its signature
“Ursula’s Parade” with Little Neck Clams, Mozzarella, and Calabrian Chili. Pastas will feature local
fish and shellfish. Natural wines, fresh cocktails,
and draft beers from some of the most interesting breweries around will keep the party going.
Enjoy them inside or on the breezy patio. Serving
dinner daily.
240 Ft. Pond Road - Montauk
www.MontaukLife.com

TO-GO SUSHI AVAILABLE! CALL US 631-668-2549

GOSMAN’S TOPSIDE AND INLET CAFÉ
Follow us on

484 WEST LAKE DRIVE, MONTAUK HARBOR

Like us on

631-668-2549 | GOSMANS.COM
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other up-and- coming urbanites. A get together that
only gets more popular with every season be sure to
grab your spot before they’re long gone.
161 Second House Road - Montauk
631-668-2877

SAG TOWN

More than just a great coffee shop, which it has
been for years, this newly expanded business nearly
doubled in size two years ago to offer its adoring legions of caffeinated fans even more reasons to find
a parking space in that bustling village. Now you can
choose from 4 styles of flat bread personal pizzas,

a half dozen gourmet sandwiches, an equal amount
of healthy, made on-site salads, and a dozen different ways to prepare the most popular breakfast or
all day treat, organic Acai Bowls and smoothies. Of
course, the coffee, tea, espresso, latte and cappuccino board are as full as ever, with my favorite Carmel
Marchiato on board every day. Open daily from 6am
year-round.
52 Main Street - Sag Harbor - 631-725-TOWN

SAMMY’S

Now in its ninth season this dockside spot has
become a frequent stop for anyone who appreci-

ates well-prepared food in a scenic setting. Serving
lunch and dinner to-go in April choose from a wideranging menu that emphasis’s local fish and seafood, produce and ingredients in recipes that are
well thought-out without being pretentious. Add a
custom cold drink, a fresh breeze off the water and
a great view and you know why this place is habitforming. Looking for their signature food truck? You
will find it at the Gosman’s parking lot every day
serving the best hot dog, burger, fish sandwich or
lobster roll in town with a view of the water.
448 West Lake Drive - Montauk
631-238-5707

SEASIDE HOUSE BAR

If you love sushi, and who doesn’t, you are going to fall for this fresh, new Montauk spot. Located steps from the docks the folks behind this
upper-shelf entry should be familiar to foody fans.
They’ve been putting big smiles on diners faces
at their first location, Street Food, just north of
the Circle in the village for the past three years.
Here they’ve doubled down on a menu that features not just all the classic rolls, sushi and sashimi
you expect but added a bevy of signature choices
you won’t find anywhere else. My favorite? The
rainbow roll with blue crab, cucumber and avocado inside and tuna, salmon, fluke and yellowtail
on top! That’s a meal to savor. Add authentic
poke’ bowls, salads and sushi entrees and you
know why this is a hot spot on the MTK dining
map for 2021.
57 Flamingo Road - Montauk
631-238-5353

SEL RROSE

Now in its third year this sophisticated room builds
on owner Kristen Vincent’s success with Manhattan’s
Figure 10 and Home Sweet Home. Here she offers
a seaside escape where custom cocktails, oysters &
caviar, freshly landed seafood and selected steaks
in inventive recipes serve lay the foundation for a
memorable lunch, dinner or late-night fete.
4 S. Elmwood Avenue - Montauk
631-668-8218

SMOKING WOLF

When you want the best in authentic, downhome
BBQ meal there’s one place to go. Located a mile
east of East Hampton Village you can smell the baby
back ribs a mile away! Serving lunch and dinner daily
with a great take-out operation, too, choose from all
your favorite meals. Succulent pork, choice chicken,
hearty beef and every side dish known to an eating
man, this is ground zero for folks who want to simply
enjoy a great, casual All-American meal with all the
fixings.
199 Pantigo Road - East Hampton
631-604-6470

SOUTHAMPTON PUBLICK HOUSE

Since 1996 this has been a home in the Hamptons
for anyone who loves great food, a friendly atmosphere, a lively bar and hosts who know how to keep
generations of fans, happy. Located on historic Job’s
Lane this year-round room offers innovative American fare for lunch, dinner and their always packed,
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weekend brunch. Enjoy any in their spacious indoor
room or breezy, outdoor bar. Like sports? Be sure to
catch the Olympics, Mets/Yankees and all the football action on their 21 flatscreens. Drop in for a bite,
stay for a pint, finish your day with a cool, custom
cocktail, there’s always something for anyone, any
day of the week.
62 Job’s Lane - Southampton
631-283-2800

STAR ISLAND GRILL

Like a good view of the water with your meal? No
better spot than the deck at this world-class marina.
Pull up a chair and get ready to enjoy a great, casual
breakfast, lunch, dinner or a late-night drink. Featuring fresh local fish and seafood, hearty burgers
and American fare this open to the public facility has
been a favorite spot for boaters and non, for a decade. Hang round for the sunset and watch the boats
come back with the daily catch. Stay a bit longer and
hear captains lie about who caught the big one that
day. A slice of the real Montauk that should not be
missed.
59 Star Island Road - Montauk
631-668-5052

as strong as any on the East End since its doors
opened three summers ago. Featuring locally
sourced food and produce in creative recipes their
intimate, white linen dining room is a must-stop for
the serious gastronome. Serving breakfast, lunch,
dinner daily and weekend brunch reservations are
strongly advised.
1 Bridgehampton/Sag Harbor Turnpike
Bridgehampton - 631-537-0870

ZAKURA

Boasting a beautiful main room, private
booths, a floor length sushi bar and separate bar

this classic Japanese restaurant offers comfortable seating for 1 to 40. Featuring a full menu of
sushi, sashimi, hand rolls and traditional entrées
choose from the largest selection in the area.
That includes a collection of some 30 custom designed hand rolls. Serving dinner from 4-10PM
daily. And if you love the food but don’t want
to drive from East Hampton no problem. They’re
opening a second location in East Hampton Village next to Hampton Chutney on Newtown
Lane, soon.
40 Montauk Highway - Amagansett
631-267-7600

,,

BRUNCH

Saturdays & Sundays
11am-2pm

$19

Bottomless Margaritas
& Bloody Mary’s

THE POINT

Celebrating its 22nd year as Montauk’s favorite
sports bar The Point is dedicated to the decidedly All-American proposition that you simply can’t
get enough pro and college baseball, basketball,
hockey and all things athletic, action. Located in the
heart of the village catch all the games on a mindboggling 16 flat screen TVs wired to every sports
network your little heart desires! Looking for great
casual food, the boys offer a full-fledged menu that
covers all the bases: finger food like wings, potato
skins and nachos; hearty soups, salads, sandwiches
and burgers as well as an entrée list that embraces
fresh local fish, prime steaks and chicken dishes.
Add a river of brew, a bevy of drink specials, great
live entertainment and the night is perfect. Open
for lunch and dinner daily inside or on their breezy
sidewalk tables.
99 Main Street - Montauk
631-668-1500

TONY’S MEATS

When you’re looking for the very best in prime
beef, steaks and meat of any persuasion there’s a new
boss in town. Montauk actually, where you’ll find the
all-new, full-service market in the heart of the harbor.
Like a prime cut? This old-school meat market has a
full-time butcher on-site preparing the freshest cuts on
the East End. Add a full-service deli with grab-n-go delights, a large selection of groceries, produce, freshly
baked breads and cheeses and you can see why the
lines form early and go late at this welcome addition
to the area.
541 West Lake Drive - Montauk
631-483-5040

TOPPING ROSE HOUSE

You’ll find one of the truly great restaurants in
the Hampton’s at the entrance to Bridgehampton
village. “Jean-Georges” specializes in imaginative farm-to-table fare and has created a following
www.MontaukLife.com

Bar Menu
Live Music Every Friday 6-11PM
OPEN ALL YEAR
Open For Inside & Outdoor Dinner Daily
With NEW EXCITING MENU!

Seafood Specials • Vegan Dishes • Family Style Options
Happy Hour 3-6pm & 10pm-2am at the Bar
Ladies Night Thursdays:
$7 Martinis, Margaritas, Select Spirits
Thursday & Sunday: $30 Select Bottles of Wine
Check Our Website for Dine In & Take Out Menus
www.museattheend.com

631-238-5937

@) museattheend

\=:'
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REAL ESTATE: FEATURE HOME

I

21 EDISON DRIVE, MONTAUK

t’s not often you get to buy a slice of local history.
But here, in this secluded Montauk hilltop house
you can do just that. Built by John Gosman, Sr.
in 1976 this is a home that raised a generation of
this foundational family. A family that still plays a pivotal role in Montauk as owners and operators of that
iconic local landmark.
This beautiful home is situated on a very private
1.12 acres in Montauk’s coveted Hither Hills area.
The approach to the property is secluded and feels
like you're entering an unexpected park-like oasis.
Although built almost 50 years ago this stunning
home fits perfectly into today’s modern architectural
style that emphasizes open space, panoramic views
and quality workmanship.
The spacious main level is built for entertaining
and features an open floor plan with a great room
80 | AUGUST 2022

centered around the kitchen with stainless steel appliances and counter bar. One end of the space is
anchored by a living area with comfortable seating
and a fireplace. At the other end, a glass enclosed
dining room has sliders to the deck.
The formal living room elements include double
height ceilings, walls of glass, a fireplace, and sliders
leading out to a large deck overlooking the free-form
pool. Throughout the home, architectural statement
walls constructed from redwood add visual interest.
A first-floor bedroom and bath complete the level.
Upstairs, the oversized primary suite is comprised
of a generous sitting area, ensuite bathroom, plenty
of closet space, and a private deck with views of
the grounds. Three guest bedrooms and bath are
nearby. The home is located blocks from the ocean
and as part of Hither Hills enjoys private ocean

beach access.
In what can only be considered a karmic coincidence the selling agent for the home is Town and
Country’s Marge Harvey, a long-time friend of the
family and next-door neighbor. “I remember when
they were building the house. It was so much larger
than most in Montauk then, I thought it was a hotel!!” She went next door and not only learned it was
a private home, but she met Rita Gosman, John’s
wife. Someone who would become not just a great
friend but a salesperson for Marge when she ran the
now gone Pospisil Real Estate agency. “I still miss her
and John. They were great people. I hope the next
owners are half so nice.”
Listed exclusively with Town and Country the asking price is $4,999,500. To learn more contact Marge
at 631-668-0500. n
www.MontaukLife.com
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REAL ESTATE: TEAR DOWN THAT HOME?

I

n today’s superheated market buyers are willing to take on a house that fits their price range
even if it needs some updating or improvements.
That’s particularly true in the lower end of the market where older capes, ranches and cottages offer
a roof over your head but not much of today’s more
contemporary touches or creature comforts.
And if like so many people who follow real estate
you’ve seen numerous TV shows where a homeowner makes over an older house into his dream
home you may think it’s as simple as slapping a
few two by fours together and calling it Casa Mia!
Well folks, it’s not that easy. You may have a vision
that takes your older home into the 21st century
but you’re going to need expert help to make that
happen.

KNOW YOUR HELP

Adding a room, raising a roof, gutting a kitchen,
converting a garage, these are all complex jobs
that require a cadre of professionals all generally
working under the astute eye of an experienced
general contractor. Someone like Jim Naples of
EAST BAY BUILDERS 631-731-3030. A veteran
of the industry for over four decades he’s devel-

oped a system that maximizes your success while
minimizing the inevitable pitfalls which can foul-up
any job.
It starts with the estimate. Probably the most
important aspect of the job whatever proposal you
receive has to be comprehensive, detailed and
realistic. That’s a kind way of saying if it sounds
too good to be true, it probably is. Unfortunately,
some contactors low-ball a bid just to get your
John Hancock on the bottom line. But by the
time you’ve finished with overages and extras that
should have been part of the original bid the renovation costs you more than the starting bids from
more reputable contactors.
How do you avoid this kind of financial sleight
of hand? “Read the proposal carefully,” suggests
Jim. “Ask a lot of questions. Be sure all details
are accounted for. For example, are they using
Andersen windows and if so what grade? Home
Depot cabinets or custom? 3/8” drywall or ½”?”
Last but not least, check references. Go see other jobs and how they compare to your own. It
is your house, your money, so don’t be shy and
don’t let the cost be your sole reason for hiring
anyone.

KNOW THEIR HELP

Once hired you need to know your contractor
has the manpower and organization to complete
the project in a timely manner. For a new kitchen or
bath that would mean a quick demo job and cleanup followed by rough carpentry, basic plumbing
and electric, sheet rock and sub-flooring, counter
and cabinet installation, trim and fixture installation,
painting and trim, final plumbing and electric, appliance install and final touch-up and cleaning. Sounds
easy? But that’s a coordinated effort of six different
trades moving in and out of one space making the
quickest progress with the least disruption to the rest
of the home.
Of course, any job has its unexpected turns. “You
would be surprised what you find when you open
up a wall.” That’s when experienced crews like Jim’s
who have been there, done that, are essential. That
takes decades of experience, the kind local professional like East Bay bring to every job.
Tearing apart any home isn’t for everyone. And
the psychic turmoil it brings can be overwhelming.
As much as any other reason that’s why you need
a true professional. Choose wisely and you’ll be rewarded with a lifetime’s home enjoyment. ■

NON-CONFORMING – PRE-EXISTING

N

ow there are two terms you do not see too often.
But in terms of local real estate legality they mean
a lot. Here is why. This area was settled over 350
years ago. For most of that time there were no standardized
rules for zoning or building. Those only began to appear
roughly 100 years ago when the Village of East Hampton
adopted the first comprehensive zoning code in this area.
It was designed primarily to protect the integrity of the
village core including Main Street, the historic village green
and adjacent lanes and streets. It was not until 1958 that
the Town of East Hampton adopted its own set of rules.
When that happened a precedent was established that endures to this day.
Building erected prior to zoning have legal status so
long as they are maintained in the same design as first built.
That could mean a motel in Montauk built in the 1950’s that
exceeds current density, a house on a fractional lot in the
Northwest Woods that does not meet current setbacks or
lot coverage or a deck tacked on a home without a building permit.
The continuance of use that governs homes and buildings from those days is bound up in the two terms above.
Basically, it allows you to continue to use/live in that structure if you maintain it in the same form as you found it.
Change it without the proper permit, add to it without approval, abandon it for a period and you can lose that status.
Knowing the pedigree of your property is a good idea.
It will determine your chances of updating, renovating, expanding, augmenting or improving your Hamptons home.
To know that consult with a local lawyer who can research
any issues you have before they become roadblocks
down the road. One proven firm is Riverhead’s TWOMEY,
LATHAM, SHEA & KELLY 631-727-2180. With over 100 attorneys and offices in most East End villages they have the
talent and experience to answer any real estate question.
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Lake Montauk Magic

Hither Hills 2 Acre Sanctuary

$10,900,000 - Superb sunsets on rare one acre with 141’ sandy beach,
underwater acre to moor your boat and borders 4+ acre preserve. Fully
updated 6 bedrooms, 5.5 baths, vaulted living areas with 2 fireplaces,
2-car garage with upper studio, central air. Web# 882270

$5,295,000 - South of the highway just 2 blocks from the beach. Top to
bottom renovation, this 3,200 SF home has finished lowered level, 4BR,
3.5BA, great room with 2-story stone fireplace, heated gunite/waterfall
pool, lush gardens, decks, detached 2-car garage/studio. Web# 890524

Hither Hills Stunner

Close to All

$5,950,000 - Ultimate privacy on 1.2 acre ridge with 180º views, path to Old
Montauk Highway and beach. Crisp, upside down Contemporary with 4
bedrooms, 4.5 baths, great room with new kitchen, fireplace, bi-level decks,
pool, roof deck, den, garage, have it all! Web# 883332

$1,800,000 - Minute to town and ocean, this .70 acre hilltop home offers
upper beamed great room, guest, half bath, large decks. Main level has
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, porch, basement, garage, and outdoor shower.
Room for pool. Best value hands down. Web# 889215

40+ Years Listing & Selling Montauk and the Hamptons.
2021 Montauk Office Salesperson of the Year
2021 Multi-Million Dollar Club Member

Joan Hegner
Licensed A s sociate Real E s tate Broker
m 6 31. 69 7. 5 73 0 | j h e g n e r @ c o r c o r a n .c o m
Real estate agents affiliated with The Corcoran Group are independent contractors and are not employees of The Corcoran Group. Equal Housing Opportunity.
The Corcoran Group is a licensed RE broker located at 729D Montauk Hwy, Montauk, NY 11954. All information furnished regarding property for sale or rent or
regarding financing is from sources deemed reliable, but Corcoran makes no warranty or representation as to the accuracy thereof. All property information is
presented subject to errors, omissions, price changes, changed property conditions, and withdrawal of the property from the market, without notice.
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REAL ESTATE: MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS

The proposed new affordable project in Sag Harbor could add almost 80 new apartments to that historic village.

G

enerally, when I describe a new development in the East End I tell a tale of majestic homes on spacious lawns, with beautiful grounds, endless amenities and stratospheric
prices. This is after all, the Hamptons, what other
kind of development can there be but plush, lush
and expensive?
As Gomer Pyle, one of the most insultingly stupid comic TV characters of the mid-60’s was wont
to say’ “surprise, surprise, surprise!!” For once in a
very blue moon, I am talking about an affordable
housing project. Proposed for Sag Harbor Village
it is an imaginative, potentially far-reaching project
that if built will help chip away at the intractable
issue of finding a roof local folks can afford in the
East End.
And before you either shrug your head or roll
you eyes, yes, Virginia, affordable housing s a very
real issue here. It may not cramp your style but
spending half your income to just cover the rent is
not a sustainable lifestyle. But it is the norm here
for far too many.
That situation was made doubly worse by the
Covid influx of new buyers looking for a safe haven from the pandemic. That flood of new money
pushed what was already too-high prices for rental
and sales far past the ability of average work84 | AUGUST 2022

ers here to afford. And by average I don’t mean
minimum wage workers. Of course, the folks who
serve your meals, clean your houses, nanny your kids,
mow your lawns and bag your groceries are priced
out. But so are many, white-collar professionals.
A good friend of mine is upper management at
the local hospital. When asked, what was his biggest challenge? Luring new doctors to work here.
Why? Because the cost of housing was so high!
Newly minted MDs would rather work in a community where housing doesn’t devour the bulk of
even their north of six-figures salary. That’s almost
anywhere but here.

THE PROJECT

The newly unveiled Sag Harbor project will offer
79 apartments for rent at what are for this area,
moderate prices. The majority will be 700 squarefoot one-bedrooms with a projected cost of $1500
a month. Roughly a third will be 800 square-foot
two-bedrooms at $1800. The three-story project
will also offer 30,000 square-feet of retail and service space, again pegged at below market rate.
As proposed the property will occupy the largely vacant land that starts at Colette’s shop, continues to Rose Street and then almost to Meadow.
The largest project proposed in Sag Harbor since

the old Bulova Watchcase factory was rebuilt, the
price tag on this job is $70 million. Much of that
will come in the form of State and Federal grant
and loans. The balance will be the responsibility of
developer, Adam Potter.
If you have been following the saga of the Bay
Street’s Theater’s pursuit of a new home his name
should be very familiar. He is the principle of
the Friends of Bay Street, the driving force
behind that effort. If and when that project ever
comes to fruition it will occupy the land on the
opposite side of Long Island Avenue facing onto
the harbor. Together these two have the potential
to make the greatest visual, architectural and societal impact this 315-year-old village has seen in
decades.
Of course, the path from sketch to construction
is long and potentially painful. It will certainly take
months, in some extreme cases years to earn final
approval. So far Village officials are excited about
the overall concept but acknowledge there are a
variety of local and State departments that have to
evaluate and approve every step of this complex,
complex. That said, the fact it has been proposed
is in and of itself a strong step in the right direction. We will be following this major development
with great interest as it takes shape. ■
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GoFirst
with First National’s Local Expertise.

Christopher Becker

Janet Verneuille

Michael Spolarich

Seamus Doyle

President & Chief
Executive Officer

Executive Vice President,
Chief Risk Officer

Executive Vice President,
Chief Credit Officer

Senior Vice President,
Commercial Lending
Team Leader

First National Bank LI is putting down roots
on the South Fork. Managed by leaders
who helped shape community banking on
the East End, our team knows and values
this market. At First National, it’s been
“Customer First” for 95 years. We invite you
to experience extraordinary local service.
When you GoFirst, you go further.

Business Banking | Personal Banking
Commercial & Residential Lending
Cash Management | And so much more

East Hampton
100 Pantigo Place
631.488.0700

Southampton
150 Hampton Road
631.772.9950

fnbli.com
© 2022 The First National Bank of Long Island. All rights reserved. Equal Opportunity Lender.
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REAL ESTATE: HOME IMPROVEMENT
IN THE GOOD OLD
SUMMERTIME!

I

f you are old like me, God bless every well-earned
grey hair on your noggin, you may remember that
dumb but succinct song from the fifties. It is the
best time of the year and best wallow in it before
that first leaf falls. So, why waste precious time moving lawns, cleaning pools or fixing leaky plumbing?
Let the experts do it!! Here is the best at all that and
more.

LUSH LAWNS

The centerpiece of many a Hampton home your
grounds should be in full bloom. Now the key is keeping them that way. In Montauk the very best landscapers are just a block north of Main Street. FT. POND
NATIVE PLANTS 631-668-6452 designs, plants and
maintains many of the best lawns and gardens in the
East End. They are specialists in using eco-friendly supplies and practices to keep your gardens and lawns
healthy and attractive.
Further west Amagansett’s BAYBERRY NURSERY
631-267-3000 is one of the largest and most intergraded landscaping firm in the area. On their 14-acre
plot on the western edge of that village they stock the
best trees, shrubs, and flowers in addition to a large

shop that carries every accessory and outdoor fixture
a well-appointed Hampton home could use. Count on
them to deliver and install what they sell with an army
of trained professionals and can design and maintain
your grounds.

IN THE SWIM

Keeping your pool clean and pristine is not a job
most second homeowners try. Mixing chemicals, raking
leaves off the bottom, scrubbing the sides is generally
best left to folks who do this for a living. If like most
you have neither the time nor expertise to address this
particular seasonal chore call the experts. In Montauk
J&P POOLS 631-668-7665 is the premier pool party
able to open, fix and maintain you pool or spa as well as
design and build a new one that will dazzle family and
friends. In the Hamptons proper there’s no better firm
than SPARKLING POOLS 631-725-3983. You’ll find
them relocated to their new showroom of Race Lane. In
East Hampton Village.

COOL IT, MAN

Summer is a breeze when you have a well-functioning A/C system. Having an issue? They may be branded
to Montauk but with new offices in Bridgehampton and
Southampton MONTAUK PLUMBING 631-668-8499
services the entire East End with the largest fleet of
trained technicians. They can replace what’s damaged,
upgrade what’s substandard and add whatever new

needs installing for this season. Ready for jobs large
and small, licensed and insured they’ve been at this for
a cool 35 years.

KEEP IT CLEAN

If there’s one essential service for your house it is
your septic system. A simple construction of a septic
tank to trap solid waste connected to cesspools to
handle wastewater when working properly an effective
system can handle most any household waste. But over
time solid waste build-ups in the septic tank, blocking
the flow of water into the overall system and leading to
back-ups into your home. More than a nuisance there
can be a total failure of the system requiring an expensive excavation and repair.
To keep your system up to par an annual pump and
inspection is highly recommended. And locally the folks
to call are HAMPTON SEPTIC SERVICES 631-2677515. Located in Amagansett they are the East End’s
largest and best equipped waste-water management
firm. Equally capable of pumping out or maintaining
commercial or residential systems they are just a quick
call away.

BUGS BE GONE

Easy to say, hard to do, Fact is the lawns, woods,
fields, and beaches of the East End are home to many
a pest that can make your life very, very uncomfortable.
The most dangerous are the many species of ticks that

Miffed about mice?
Are mice making you mad? Rodents ruining your day? Had to share your house
with a mouse during the pandemic? Don’t despair. Call us. We’ll get the situation
in hand straight away. Or, if you’re beleaguered by stink bugs, creepy crawlers,
moths, spiders, whatever the critter—whether they’re inside or out—we’ll eliminate
them so you can enjoy your day. So don’t rassle with rodents—if you’re fed
up listening to scampering and rather have some pampering, call us today.
And don’t forget to ask about our free, whole-house pest inspection.

™

East Hampton
631-324-9020

twinforkspestcontrol.com
No cartoon animals have been harmed in the production of this ad.
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infest the area. Carrying a variety of diseases, they have
become a scourge that every East Ender needs to defend against.
That begins with simply avoiding the little buggers.
Stay away from brush, woods, beach grass and most
any natural greenery where ticks congregate. Always
check yourself if you think you have come near any. Find
one? Remove it immediately and contact your local
doctor. Need and help or advice? SOUTHAMPTON/
STONY BROOK HOSPITAL’S tick resource center is
here to help. Call them at 631-726-TICK.
Most importantly, protect your family and family pets
by using the best prevention procedures available. That
means a call to EAST END TICK AND MOSQUITO
CONTROL 631-324-9700. They offer the most comprehensive tick control program on the East End. With
a fleet of battle tested technicians on the road from
Manorville to Montauk they can establish a program
specific to your needs and home that will control ticks
like no other.
Bugged by anything else two, four or six legged?
TWIN FORK PEST CONTROL 631-324-9020 is ready,
willing, and able to rid your home of most anything
that crawls, flies, or slithers. Bed bugs bugging you?
They’ll wipe them out! Ants in the pants? They’ll shoo
them away! Mice in the basement? They’ll vacate them!
Cockroaches dining in? They’ll show them the door!
Need to know what you’re up against? They offer a free
whole home pest inspection!

CLASSIC
STORAGE

I

know it is still summer, but the fall winds
are not far off. A time for many a classic
car to find shelter. The best on the East
End is available at Southampton’s AVENTURA MOTORS 631-293-8819.
With over 20,000 sq. ft. of indoor heated
space they can coddle your coupe, secure
your sedan and swaddle your SUV till spring
comes around again. Specializing in classic
car repairs and restorative services they can
make even the most worn beauty run like a
greyhound and shine like a diamond.

CLEAN RIDE

Summer cruising is a tradition as old as the internal
combustion engine. Top down, windows rolled, radio
on, the lure of the open highway is powerful this time of
year. Do it in style with a super-clean car. Now, you can
roll up your sleeves and give it a wash or drive over to
VICTORS CAR WASH 631-267-8586.

Located just east of Amagansett they’ll rinse
that road dust off the old Ford, give her a coat of
fresh wax, dry her and send her out into the summer sun looking like a million bucks. Which some
of the cars that run through their works actually
cost! Open daily 7AM - 7PM no reservations required. ■

Antagonized by ants?
Are ants running amok at your abode? Spiders wrapping you in their webs?
Have you been approached by a roach? Mugged by a bug? Don’t shrug. Call
us. We’ll fix it fast. Or, if you’re beleaguered by stink bugs, moths, mice, all
manner of creepy crawlers, whatever the critter—whether inside or out—we’ll
eliminate them so you can enjoy your house and yard. So, don’t be angered by
ants—tortured by termites—or made crazy by crickets, call us today. And don’t
forget to ask about our free, whole-house pest inspection. There’s no obligation.

™

East Hampton
631-324-9020

twinforkspestcontrol.com

No cartoon animals have been harmed in the production of this ad.
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REAL ESTATE: AGENCY NEWS

A

s you can see from the current State of the
Market report, business has slowed down
quite a bit on the East End. Much as that
affects buyers and sellers it has a profound effect
on local real estate companies. They live and die
by those numbers far more than almost any single
property owner or prospective buyer.
That roughly 35% drop in overall homes sold
from the first half of last year to this year translates to a comparable drop in real estate offices
gross commissions. So, the always intense competition for listings and sales will be that much
more pronounced. Imagine a grown-up game
of musical chairs, where the party goers are real
estate agents and the chairs are homes sold. To
keep your seat in the game you have to be nimble
and always on your toes!
The most fundamental way to do that is by
working harder, smarter. Making sure you list
properties that can actually sell, not sit. Keeping
agents who pull their weight. Investing in the best
technology. Keeping a reign on expenses. Making the best use of your marketing dollars.
One other way local agencies are staying in
the game is by adding new programs and policies to their business model. As an example,
SAUNDERS REAL ESTATE has just announced
an alliance with one of Florida’s leading real estate firms, FORTUNE INTERNATIONAL GROUP.

With over 25,000 units sold over the past decade,
in many of the most prominent projects across
the Sunshine state, they are a perfect match for
Saunders.
“There have never been more synergies between New York and South Florida than there are
today. Our clients are their clients, and we have
every confidence they will deliver the same, whitegloved service that has elevated our company to
being the leading brokerage in the Hamptons”,
said Saunder’s SR. VP of Marketing, Steve Glick.
Funny thing, one of the pioneers of luxury vacation property was Carl Fisher, the mastermind
behind first Miami Beach and then Montauk in the
1920’s, His slogan? “Miami in winter, Montauk in
summer!” It may be 100 years later but it’s just as
true today. Sunders clients will become Fortune’s,
potentially making both stronger and more profitable.

THE 1% SOLUTION

A far more radical approach to boosting business is being advanced by BESPOKE REAL ESTATE. This Water Mill concern began 10 years
ago with a very different business model than any
other agency in the East End. Only list properties
over $10 million. Great if you can and by most
measures they have done just that. They also invested heavily in using a data-driven approach

to matching buyer to seller. Again, that seems to
have worked.
Now they are moving down an entirely different path that given the slowdown in real estate
seems antithetical. They are lowering their commission basis from the standard 3% for the selling
agent to 1%. Yup, taking less money for doing the
same job. How is that going to help their bottom
line? I can only guess.
To start, all commissions are negotiable. And
industry scuttlebutt says the higher the price tag
the more pressure on the broker to share the
pain. So, earning only 1% as the selling agent is
already at play for these more expensive homes.
Second, the whole name of the real estate game
is getting the listing. If you control that you’ll always earn something.
The real advantage of this change is to secures
more top-tier homes. Then not only will they earn
their 1% but if they find the buyer they get the
other side of the trade’s 2-3% as well. However,
with only 33 homes over $10M sold in the first
half of 2021 and 31 in that same six months of
2022 Bespoke is going to need to corral the majority of those listings to make this work.
And if they do, how does that affect the rest
of the high-end agents and agencies here? The
blood will be in the water if that happens and the
feeding frenzy will begin in earnest! ■

NORTH
HARBOR
MONTAUK

Luxury Harborview Accommodations
2 Full Bedrooms and Baths • Gourmet Kitchen • Harborview Decks
Steps to Harbor's Shops and Restaurants • Weekly Stays with Housekeeping

631-668-5103 www.NorthHarborMontauk.com
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REAL ESTATE: STATE OF THE MARKET

B

y now you have probably heard there is a
slow-down in the local real estate market. So
far that has been cocktail party banter without facts. Well folks, the numbers just showed up
and they are not great. As you will see below, we
have basically gone back to the pre-pandemic days
in terms of overall sales while accelerating the increases in overall home prices.
Let’s look at the first half of the past four years to
see where we stand. Note, these numbers are only
from Montauk to Southampton. And they come
from TOWN AND COUNTRY REAL ESTATE, folks
who are assiduous in gathering the best data on local conditions and rendering it intelligible.

HOMES SOLD & SALES REVENUE

the slowdown in sales. What few bargains existed
pre-pandemic are gone never to be seen again.
So, what does this mean for the future? My best
guess is that sales will continue to slow, while prices
will continue to rise. The result? Barring some economic cataclysm, we’ll see a stagnant market where
buyers will insist on better pricing and sellers stick
to their guns. Ton and Country’s CEO and sees it
this way. “For over 2 years, our sales and rental
markets were on fire, unyielding. But nothing lasts
forever, not good markets or bad markets. Personally, I'm looking forward to the opportunity markets
next year!”
Much as I agree with Judi, I think we can also
repeat an old Betty Davis line, “buckle up, it’s going
to be a bumpy ride!” ■

Town and Country's CEO Judi Desaderio

FIRST HALF 2019–2020–2021-2022
HOMES
SOLD

SALES

AVERAGE
COST/HOME

2019

481

$1181M

$2.455M

2020

536

$1565M

$2.919M

2021

690

$2261M

$3.278M

2022

469

$1560M

$3.326M

The first thing I notice is the near symmetrical
rise and fall of the overall sales as we move into,
through and out of the pandemic. The next is the
fall-off in numbers and sales dollars from last year.
That’s a 33% drop in both, vertical descents that
make making a living selling real estate a much
tougher prospect for the roughly 2000 licensed
agents in this area.
The third thing that stands out to me, is the rapid
escalation of average prices from 2019 to 2022.
That 35% jump can be seen by the rebalancing of
home price points over this same time.

HOME PRICE POINTS
UNDER
$500K

$500$1M

$1$2M

$2$3.5M

$3.5$5M

2019

23

159

126

56

35

2020

19

163

159

98

37

2021

9

131

224

160

68

2022

7

75

136

128

63

Notice how homes under $1M have dried up
over the past four years. While homes $2.5M and
up have become a much larger share of the overall
market. Increases like those push the cost of home
ownership here to levels that make even affluent
buyers pause. That pause is what is largely driving
www.MontaukLife.com
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Parting

Shot

Albertus Eugene Jones (1882-1957)
View in Sag Harbor, ca. 1930
Oil on canvas 18 x 24 inches

Gardiner Mill Cottage Gallery
36 James Lane, East Hampton
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631-329-4516
gardinermillcottagegallery.org
www.MontaukLife.com

Caroline M. Bell (1874-1970)

Spring Afternoon, Flanders, LI
Oil on canvas, 18 x 20 inches

In Port

Oil on canvas, 20 x 16 inches

Gardiner Mill Cottage Gallery
36 James Lane, East Hampton, NY 11937
gardinermillcottagegallery.org
(631) 604-5700
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40

YEARS EXPERIENCE
Delivering plumbing
solutions for your home.

40 400+

SPECIALISTS

Dedicated to our clients
overall satisfaction.

HAPPY CLIENTS

Superior ethical policies in
business practice.

ABOUT US
Montauk Plumbing offers full-service plumbing &
heating solutions.
It is our duty to utilize the most modern and
advanced industry standards. We offer innovative
solutions custom-tailored to your needs from a
full-service plumbing & heating specialist.

We honor superior ethical policies in business practice, and we
believe that with trained conscientious plumbers, we can operate
as a business more efficiently. We regularly work closely with
builders, architects, and interior designers to ensure that this is
achieved. Our aim is to proudly represent our company by
standing by everything that we do.

OUR SERVICES
Residential
Commercial
Plumbing Repairs
New Construction
Gas Services & Installations
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Watermain & RPZ Installations
Underground Gas Piping
Fire Sprinklers
Heating & Boiler Installations
All general plumbing repairs

@MontaukPlumbing
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